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SPORTS: Lady Tigers Winded By Powerful Tornado
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Bipartisanship hailed by local reps
Murray State fares well in state
budget with projects, finances

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The best thing about the state
budget is its existence, according to local representatives.
'Probably the best thing about
this budget is the fact we have
one," state Rep. Melvin Henley,
R-Murray, said Wednesday.
Both Henley and state Sen.
Ken Winters, R-Murray, know
bipartisan effort was necessary
to pass a budget. The state has
been operating on the goverLRC Photo
nor's spending plan since the
State Rep. Melvin Henley, R-Murray, asks a question dur- General Assembly adjourned
last year without a budget.
ing a legislative committee meeting on March 2.

The House approved the
budget unanimously with a 99-0
vote. The Senate passed it 34-2
with Sens. Julie Denton, RLouisville, and Bob Leper, !Paducah, voting against it.
"I doubt in the history of the
state you've ever had a budget
passed unanimously in the
House," Henley said. -The spirit of cooperation and bipartisanship was good."
And, Henley said, necessary.
Budgets are supposed to be
approved in the legislators'
longer sessions in even-numbered years, so when legislators

consider budgets in odd-numbered years, passing the document requires 60 votes. The
House has 43 Republicans and
57 Democrats.
"Neither side had the votes to
pass a budget." he said. "The
Republican leadership was
invited to sit in with Democrats.
That certainly helped."
Winters said he was pleasantly surprised with the bipartisanship he witnessed, even if it was
spurred by legislators' desire to
adjourn with a spending plan.
"I know everyone has their
reasons for it, but of the 137 of
us there, no one wanted to go
without a budget," Winters said.
"It was there even with the
deliberations on bills. I think I

2005
GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
can say I don't remember a single bill that came, was passed or
was defeated on a partisan vote.
It wasn't the spirit I had read
about."
Murray State University
President Dr. King Alexander

II See Page 2A

Non-resident
contract bill
seeks signing
'Best
interest'
clause
taken out
of language
JOHN WRIGHTtedger & Times photo

in their
non makes sure students on a wing of that campus are

Murray High School Assistant Principal Johnny Bohan
correct location during Tuesday's tornado drill.

Drills prepare students for
stormy season of spring
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Margaret Cook is one person that does
not take a tornado drill for granted. That is
because she knows, from her days of living
smack in the middle of Tornado Alley, what
the real thing is like.
One particular night in 1972 drove this
home as she and her daughter Lisha — an
infant at the time — were chased home by
what later was determined to be an F-3
twister in Topeka, Kan.
"I'm driving home with my baby when
the city's sirens sounded and what I remember most about that is how everything just
started coming up out of the storm drains, all
the leaves and stuff, and just started
swirling. I'd never seen that," she remembered Tuesday, the day the North Calloway
Elementary School principal led her campus
through its participation in the statewide
drill for schools."So I just began driving 65
mph through residential streets trying to get
home. We were OK, as it turned out. It did
hit our neighborhood, though.
"The worst part about that for me,
though, was the next day when an 8-year-old
boy went outside and walked right into a
downed electrical wire and was killed."
Other administrators of local campuses,
while having not been so close to a major
storm during school hours, also know about

the uncertainty Cook felt that night and why
she kept such a close eye on how her students performed. Two years ago, in fact.
Calloway County was put under a tornado
warning in the rather unusual month of
December when what later was confirmed to
be a small tornado touched down west of
Puryear in Henry County, Tenn. That storm
did not enter Calloway County, but the
warning signal sent students diving for
cover, including those at Murray High
School.
"I remember that well because it happened during our Senior Interview Day. and
I remember how we had all these people we
had called in from the businesses of this
community all having to get out in the hall
with the rest of the students. They had no
idea they'd be having to do that, I imagine,"
remembered MHS •Principal Teresa Speed,
explaining that even in the wake of such a
scary time, one must find humor in the situation.
"The year before that, we had to, too, and
this time it was during senior testing. After
that, I got on the intercom and told them
how I expected them to really do well then,
because their adrenaline was really flowing.- she recalled. 'There is fear, though.
There are kids squalling and crying. and
you've got kids wanting their parents. There
are a few you also have to convince not to
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The refurbished warning siren,
shown having one of its many new
trumpets attached to the top of the
unit by Murray Electric Systems personnel in December, performed well
during Tuesday's tornado drill, said
Jeff Steen, director of the Murrayof
Office
County
Calloway
.
ement
Manag
ency
Emerg
try and go home. My job is to put on a good
face."
That was easy Tuesday for all participants. Even Cook, as serious as she is about
the subject, decided to stay away from a

II See Page 2A

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
One education bill intends to
clarify non-residents contracts
in general for school districts,
but the new language hits particularly close to home.
House Bill 197 amends KRS
157.350 to allow local school
districts to enter into non-resident contracts for more than one
year. The current law didn't
specify the length of the contracts, which allow districts to
properly receive average daily
attendance funding for students
attending their district idespite
living in another.
State Rep. Frank Rasche. DPaducah. sponsored the bill at
request of the Kentucky
Department of Education. He
said traditionally the non-resident contracts between school
districts have been agreed upon
one year at a time.
-The question has often been
there, but if it's not specifically
written people assume it's for
one year,- Rasche, who chairs
the House education committee,
said in an interview Wednesday.
-That's a reasonable, conservative approach."
The House and Senate
approved the bill, which is waiting to be signed into law by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher.
ADA funding is at the center
of the current dispute between
Calloway County and Murray
Independent schools. The districts are continuing to negotiate
a contract for the 2005-06 year,
even though the statewide Feb. 1
deadline has passed and both
districts have appealed the lack
of an agreement to Kentucky
of Education
Department
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Multiple-year
contracts are
something people,
especially the
commissioner's
office, wanted.

77

— Chip Adams
Murray Board of
Education Attorney
Commissioner Gene Wilhoit.
Calloway County Schools
officials want to close the
increasing gap of students !ewe;
ing that district for city schook
About 240 city school district{
residents attend county schook
Of the 911 non-resident students
enrolled in Murray schools, on6t
433 were included in the 2004
05 contract that the districis
signed in October.
Recent negotiations between
the districts' school boards have
included multi-year proposalS.
Even though the bill wouldn't be
effective until this summer, -it
encourages local school officials.
"We have built in the requireproposals
ments of our
of
Department
Kentucky
and
approval
Education
approval of a proper court jurisdiction," Calloway County
Board of Education attorney
Rick Jones said. -This will make
it easier to the court and KDE
approve it. Right now, it is jUst
unclear whether you can have
multi-year contracts. I think this
helps."
Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray.
knew HB 197 was timely locally and voiced that to his col;
leagues.
"I told them the significance
a
is county like my home count)
where we have a city and county district." said Winters, who
chairs the Senate's education
committee. -This would allow
an agreement over multiple
years. rather than having to do
that every year."
Last week. Murray represen-
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Murray Police Department seeking information into
two burglaries at Murray Country Club this week
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Police Department is hoping the
public can help its officers solve two recent
burglaries at the Murray Country Club.
The first burglary was reported at 8:18

a.in. Tuesday. Ciolt clubs were stoke in that
incident. The second, which was reported at
7:04 a.m. Wednesday, involved the theft of
different items, including tools, computer
items and telephones.
The second theft happened either late
Tuesday night or early Wednesday morning,

•Non-Resident • • •

Policelogs

according to a MPD release.
Anyone with information about the bur
glaries is encouraged to contact the Murray
Police Department at 753-1621. Anyone
wishing to remain anonymous may do so by
calling Crirnestoppers at 753-9500.
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Wednesday at
•An attempted burglary was reported at 6:40 a.m
a- Riviera Courts residence.
day at Murray
• A burglary was reported at 7:04 a.m. Wednes
Country Club.
day at Tower
•An identify theft was reported at 8:35 a.m. Wednes
Apartments.
Wednesday or
• An injury accident was reported at 1:02 p.m.
Hwy. 280.
Wednesday tc
• Someone came into the station at 1:23 p.m.
report a theft.
Wednesday at
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705 Poplar St.
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• Lou Lamb, 46. and Jennife
5:45 p.m.
arrested for theft by unlawful taking less than $300 at
at WalWednesday after two females were reported shoplifting
Mart at 5.29 p.m.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies

The "best interest" varies
among non-resident issues that
arise among the state's 176
school districts. Rakhe said it's
easier to consider the best interest of a few students rather than
fulfilling that criteria when a situation involves many students,
like the current local dispute.
"It's your desirable goal. but
it's not doable when you're talking about a lot of kids," Rasche
said of the "best interest" clause.
"The criteria will vary from situation to situation and we just
said we will trust you (KDE
officials) to do what is best."
Adams said he is concerned
removing the "best interest"
standard complicates an already
vague law. Parents, he said, are
in the best position to judge
what is best for their children. In
the recent legislative process,
there was talk about broadening
the clause to consider the best
interest of all students. Without
any such criteria, Adams said
parents have even less ground
on which to fight in Frankfort.
-Now if you appeal, what's
the standard you are supposed to
argue?" he said. -There's nothing to protect the school district.
The multi-year part may cause
fewer of these disputes, but taking out the 'best interest' sentence may create more problems
than we have already."
LPC Photo
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deal with this for multiple years
rather than running to Frankfort
tatives joined Calloway officials when there is a dispute over one
in a meeting with Wilhoit in year."
Louisville to discuss the
Tile bill also eliminates criteprogress of the negotiations. ria outlined in the state law con"Multiple-year contracts are cerning appeals when districts
something people, especially the can't agree on a non-resident
commissioner's office, wanted," contract. The criteria used to
Murray board attorney Chip read: "In consideration of these
Adams said. "It allows you to

From Front

appeals, the chief state school
officer and the Kentucky Board
of Education shall give preference to the best interest of the
individual student."
"I'm glad to see the sentence
taken out because now people
can go in and argue for all the
students impacted, not just the
transfers," Jones said.
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School campus Tuesday during its participation in
statewide tornado drill.

IN Drills...
From Front
more real-situation mentality.
opting instead to focus on familiarizing the students with where
they needed to go when the
word is given. She did say,
though, that a more seriqps-type
drill will be conducted later this
year.
"You don't want to scare the
kids. You have to do these,
though, because if we didn't,
and one was coming, you'd have
absolute chaos. We don't want
that," she said.
The schools, though, were
not the only ones being tested
Tuesday. At precisely 9:08 a.m.,
the time designated for the
statewide drill that is headed by
the National Weather Service,
along with emergency management and other key partners, the
warning sirens positioned
throughout Murray also were
exercised with positive results,
said Jeff Steen, director of the
County
Murray-Calloway
Emergency
of
Office

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-CMC, INC.
(270) 753-2617
Hwy. 641 S. • Murray

Management.
"Everything went off well.
I'd say 90 percent of the city
was covered," said Steen, noting
particular interest was being
shown to two of the sirens.
One is located at Murray
State University's West Farm.
and it had been struck by lightning during a thunderstorm Iasi
month. Steen said spotters
reported hearing it without any
problem:
The same was true of the
upgraded unit located outside
the offices of the Murray Ledge,
& limes on Glendale Road that
had eight trumpets installed in
December that completely
enclose the top of the structure.
"We were very pleased with
the horns. People we had positioned at Doran Road and
Melrose (Drive) and Plainview
Drive all said they could clearly
hear it," Steen said. "In fact, we
had folks listening in the parking
lot of the Church of the
Nazarene (along Doran), and
they said they could hear the one
at the Ledger fine, then they
faced MSU and heard the big
one on top of Lovett Auditorium
and today they heard the one at
West Farm, too, so we had good
coverage."
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Soules testifies in Autry murder trial
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
A man who has pleaded guilty to
the killing of a Western
Kentucky University student
testified Wednesday against the
other man charged with murder
in the case.
Stephen Souks testified that
Lucas Goodrum threatened to
harm Soules' family if he spoke
about Katie Autry's murder
Autry, 18, was pulled from her
dorm room May 4, 2003 after
being beaten, raped and burned
She died at a hospital three days
later of third- and fourth-degree
horns.
Autry's body was burned,
prosecutots say, to cover up her
murder.
On Wednesday, Soules told
jurors about the events leading
up to Autry's death, implicating
Goodrum in the assault of burning of her body. He said
Goodrum threatened to harm
Photo provided
if he ever told
nt com- Soules' family
Circuit Judge Dennis Faust (left) administers the oath of office to new assista
anyone what happened.
Soules, 21, said he left
monwealth's attorney Karen Woodall.
Autry's room after he sprayed
her body with hair spray, disabled the smoke detector, and
wrapped a blanket around the
sprinkler head.
"When he lit it was when I
the room," Soules testified.
left
Family
former
a
She is also
on March 1 to Karen Woodall,
Special to the Ledger
could see the glow coming
"You
Court judge for the Fifth Judicial
from the room. I just took off
The 42th Judicial District, making her the second assistant District of Kentucky.
in
running."
which encompasses Calloway commonwealth's attorney
Studer is currently a student
was
Soules said he arrived at the
Studer
and Marshall counties, has a that office. Shane
Murray State University dormitory with Autry. and
at
ealth's
the
commonw
as
in
new assistant commonwealth's sworn
studying criminal justice, and is Goodrum showed up later.
attorney and a new common- detective.
Goodrum entered the room
a second lieutenant with the
Woodall is a 1993 graduate Kentucky National Guard's and advanced on Autry, Soules
wealth's detective. Both will
work with Commonwealth's of the University of Kentucky 438th Military Police Company. said. Soules testified he did not
Goodrum knew
College of Law,and brings more a Murray-based unit. Previously. know how
Attorney Gale Cook.
amo
Circuit Judge Dennis Faust than seven years of prosecutori- he was stationed at Guantan
Bay. Cuba, for one year.
administered the oath of office al experience to the courtroom.

Woodall is new assistant commonwealth's
attorney for Calloway, Marshall counties

AAessenger-INquiree AP Photo

Stephen Soules, 21, right, testifies Wednesday during the
trial of Lucas Goodrum in Ownesboro, Ky. Soules is
using a laser pointer to show jurors where he was in Katie
Autry's room in Hugh Poland Hall on the Western
Kentucky University campus on May 4, 2003. Autry, 18
was pulled from her dorm roomfter being beaten, raped
and burned. She died at a hospital three days later.
Autry or that Soules was there
when he arrived.
"He continued to try to grab
on her," Soules said. "She was
telling him she's not like that."
The two exchanged slaps, after
grabbed
Goodrum
which
Autry's head and threw her into
the concrete wall beside her bed.
Soules said.
Goodrum raped and sodomized Autry before threatening
Soules and forcing him to do the
same, Soules testified.
During cross-examination,
Soules admitted he had lied on
several occasions when investigators asked him about the

crtme.
When defense attorney David
Broderick asked Soules why he
had given different versions,
Soules said he was "scared" of
what Goodrum might do.
Goodrum is charged with
murder, first-degree rape and
sodomy. or complicity to commit those crimes, and first
degree arson.
A year ago. Soules pleaded
guilty to seven charges — murder, first-degree rape, rape by
complicity, first-degree sodomy,
sodomy by complicity, arson by
complicity and first-degree robbery.

Celebrate Women luncheon is March 17

Carstens publishes third, final
book on Fort Jefferson history
Dr. Ken Carstens, professor
of anthropology, archaeology,
and world geography in the
of
Department
MSU
Geosciences, recently published
his third and final book about
the history of George Rogers
Clark's Fort Jefferson.
Carstens' research since 1980
has been supported by various
CISR
a
grants,
C1SR
Presidential Fellowship, and two
MSU sabbaticals. One private
grant in support of archaeological field studies was given MSU
by George P. Crounse and J.
William Young of Paducah.
Carstens has published three
hooks about Fort Jefferson and
more than 30 peer-reviewed
journal articles about various
aspects of Fort Jefferson history,
archaeology, geoscience, and
sociology.
The third Fort Jefferson
book, titled, "George Rogers
Clark's Fort Jefferson, 17801781: Kentucky's Outpost on
the Western Frontier," is a summary of the fort's history and
includes 18 chapters containing
information about locating the
fort through historical maps and
deed searches. aNummary of its'
history, copies of original 18th
century letters to, from, and
about Fort Jefferson: an exami-

nation of Fort Jefferson's structural composition. its' quartermasters issues, its' munition
supplies and the subsistence-diet
of Fort Jefferson, and gender
roles at the fort and in the civilian community of Clarksville.
It also concerns legal matters
at the outpost (courts of inquiry
and court martial activities),
medical concerns, frivolity,
friends and family, death and
dying, an inventory of military
companies at the fort, an examination of What the military com"panics at the outpost wore,
archaeological studies performed 'to date (1980-2004), an
evaluation of Fort Jefferson in
terms of local and international
history during the American
Revolution (Forts. Famine. and
Failure?), and a Fort Jefferson
resource bibliography.
The book is indexed and
consists of 24 figures, a preface
by Bob Holden (former chief
park ranger at George Rogers
Clark National Historical Park
in Vincennes), and an index. The
book is 261 sales in lentth.

WEATHER
Tonight will be
mostly cloudy.
Friday will be
A50 mostly cloudy
IN LOW: with highs in
the mid 40s.
Y36 Friday night
will be mostly
cloudy.
HIGH:

Town Crier

ON

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
today at 6 p.m. at East
Elementary School. The board
will reconvene from its March
2 special meeting. An executive session for possible litigation is also planned following
the regular meeting.
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m. today at
city hall. The agenda includes
the first readings of two ordinances — one about the zonchanges.
ordinance
ing
including sign regulations, and
another about the storrn water
management.
II The Murray Independent
Board of Education will meet
in regular session today at 7
Carter
the
at
p.m.
Administration Building. An
executive session regarding
pending litigation is on the
agenda. The distnct's finance
corporation is scheduled to
meet following the board
meeting.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

In honor of National Women's History Month.
the Murray State Women's Center will be hosting
the 17th Annual Celebrate Women luncheon. The
luncheon was established one year after Congress
designated Marcti as women's history month and
will be acknowledging how women have changed
America "across the ages."
"Women have played a significant tole in transforming American culture, history and politics,"
said Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's
Center. "The luncheon is our way of honoring
those contributions and celebrating the privileges
we enjoy today."
The luncheon will feature musical and dance
performance by Murray State students as well as
the presentation of two awards - the Celebrate
Women scholarship and the first Margaret
Simmons Female Athlete of the Year award.
Memphis native and women's suffrage movement
expert Paula Casey v. ill be gis ing the keynote
address.

Chapter I (Locating the Fort: A
Study in Maps), was coauthored with Andy and
Brandon Kellie, of Murray, and
chapter 11 (Medical Concerns)
was co-authored with Andy
Lucy, of Fulton, Ky.
The book was published by
Heritage Books in Jan. 2005 and
is available through their publishing division, at 65 East Main
Street, Westminster, Maryland
21157-5026 for $41 plus shipping and handling, or through
'the MSU University Shire in the
MSU Curris Center on campus.

In addition to speaking about women's suffrage
at several event including the National Women's
Political Caucus biannual convention, Casey has
produced a video on the subject and assisted in
publishing the book "The Perfect 36: Tennessee
Delivers Woman Suffrage." Her address will correspond to theluncheon's theme, highlighting significant achievements of women in history, as well
as offering advice to future leaders.
• "Because this year marks the 25th anniversary
of the multicultural women's movement and the
85th anniversary of women's voting rights, we
thought it was only perfect to have Paula Casey
speak," Etheridge said.
The luncheon will commence at 11:30 a.m. on
March 17 and will last approximately an hour and
a half. The cost is $10 and includes a buffet lunch.
The Women's Center welcomes anyone to attend,
but requests that individuals call 762-3140 or stop
by the office at 200 Ordway Hall on the Murray
State campus to reserve their seats.

Sewing By Steven
9tee.fti
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• Custom Blinds
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•Ciamirtheasiv e Exams far Glasses & Clad Lewes
tmem Eyi Infections
Stlectioa of liesilarr Fnurnaed %Owes
Errarame Accepted

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available
1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

'Quality Eyecarefor the Entire Family"

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

PEDIATRICS
Tara M. Houston, M.D.
Board Certified Pediatrician
M.D. Dr. Houston is
MCCH welcomes Tara M. Houston,
-Calloway County
our newest pediatrician at Murray
Hospital.
-laude from Murray
In 1995, Dr. Houston graduated cum
degree, and
State University with an undergraduate
from MSU in 1997.
received her master's degree in Biology
University of
Dr. Houston is a 2001 graduate of the
ted her pediatric
Louisville School of Medicine. She comple
of Tennessee at
residency in 2004 from the University
ed in Pediatrics and is
Memphis. Dr. Houston is board certifi
my of Pediatrics,
a member of the American Acade
American Medical
Kentucky Medical Association, and
Association.
Houston of
MCCH is pleased to welcome Tara M.
community.
Houston Pediatrics to our medical
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FORUM
WASHINGTON erTODAY
By Katherine Shrad

Keeping Secrets
trial technology..
WASHINGTON (AP)—
With the nation's largely
The federal government susborders, the trend toward
wen
e
Chines
2,000
pects more than
globalism and advancements in
companies of operating in the
technology, preventing threats
United States to steal secrets
from abroad is an increasingly'
and wonders whether more
difficult task.
than 300.000 Chinese visitors
Consider the penetration
are really here for study and
from Chinese nationals alone,
research.
which repeated)), came up durThese concerns about who
ing a two-day U.S. counterinmight be swiping U.S. infortelligence conference, open to
mation extend to several
professionals, students and the
e
Defens
from
—
ments
depart
media:
offiand
—
State
to
y
to'Energ
II Lisa Bronson, a Defense
cials say it underscores the
ment deputy undersecreDepart
.
action
ptive
need for pre-em
tary for technology, security embodied in President Bush's
and counterproliferation, said
plan for a new, national counChina has 2,000 to 3,000 front
terintelligence strategy.
States
As soon as this month. Bush companies in the United
to steal and exploit U.S. techis expected to direct U.S. intelnology. "It's very, very difficult
ligence agencies to go on the
to go ahead and assess where
offensive to prevent the loss of
China has gotten what they
secrets and technology, a polihave right now," she said.
ppre-em
the
with
ent
consist
,
c)
•Catherine Sheppard, chief
the
y
strateg
y
tive militar
the Energy Department's
of
in
ped
develo
administration
Office of Defense Nuclear
2002.
said
National Counterintelligence Counterintelligence,
r 2003 and
Executive Michelle Van Cleave between Octobeher
department
October 2004,
provided a broad outline of the
hosted more than 18,000 visits
unclassified strategy — the
by foreigners to its sites — the
Seven Pillars of U.S.
largest number from China,
Counterintelligence — at a
followed by Russia.
conference last weekend in
II Counterintelligence offiTexas. A leading goal is to shift
cials wonder just what to do
from reactive counterintelliabout more than 300,000
gence operations — finding
Chinese students in the United
leaks
of
s
source
other
and
spies
States to study, and; in some
after they've done significant
cases, gain access to sensitive
damage — to offensive operainformation.
tions.
When asked about Chinese
"No longer will we wait
espionage Tuesday at a conuntil we have been harmed to
gressional hearing, FBI
act," Van Cleave said.
Director Robert Mueller said,
Intelligence experts say the
"It is ongoing, and it is subtask will be difficult, given the
stantial. It's apriority for us to
espionage threats from China,
disrupt that effort."
Russia and other countries, as
He wouldn't go into detail
well as terrorist groups and
public.
in
to
ined
determ
s
interest
other
Wen Ho Lee, who was
penetrate the United States.
never charged with espionage,
Government officials say
is one of the more high-profile
there are counterintelligence
cases involving China. The
successes every day that are
indicted
never made public:Some cases nuclear scientist was
in December 1999 on 59 felony
involve suspected spies who
counts alleging he mishandled
are given "full transactional
nuclear weapons information at
immunity" for details of their
Los Alamos National
activities — a rare government
. He
promise to avoid prosecution in Laboratory in New Mexico
was held in solitary confineexchange for full disclosure.
ment for nine months, then was
The individual's career may
d in September 2000
release
avoid
will
or
she
he
end, but
after„pleading guilty to a single
jail time.
felanrceina:
But some experts say the.
Then-President Clinton
unfortunate reality is that only
apologized for Lee's treatment.
one truly major espionage case
Senior officials can't say
has ever been unraveled
spent on
through classic detective work: exactly how much is
counterintelligence each year.
the case of CIA turncoat
The number is classified and,
Aldrich Ames. He helped deveven if it weren't, money that
astate U.S. intelligence operagoes toward protecting classitions against the Soviets by
fied information is spread over
selling them secrets between
numerous government pro1985 and 1994.
grams.
"It is very rare for counterAnd so are the secrets and
intelligence, using analysis and
people who maintain them.
the
to
work,
ve
detecti
conventional
d Haver, a former
Richar
Keith
said
unearth spies,"
assistant defense secretary for
Melton, a historical consultant
intelligence, notes that the .
to the U.S. intelligence comans with
munity for more than 20 years. number of Americ
access to sensitive information
"Most spies are detected as a
is massive.
result of defectors or betrayal"
At Defense Secretary
by others.
Donald H. Rumsfeld's request
Counterintelligence is the
during early 2001, Haver tabu-government-wide effort to prolated that 11 minion people
tect against foreign espionage
historically had been granted
It
ion.
collect
gence
intelli
and
y clearances, either in
securit
and
nations
defends against
ment or private sector
govern
ies,
compan
as
groups, as well
jobs.
seeking everything from
In 2001, there were 900,000
national security secrets to.U.S.
active clearances.
policy plans to sensitive indus-
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A Page From Hillary's Playbook
As reliably as the calendar
turns, Hillary's attention moves
to foreign affairs in a bid to
shore up her credentials for a
presidential run. Suddenly, she
is the Democratic shadow
Secretary of State.
There she is, visiting Iraq
and India, blasting Syria and
calling for its withdrawal from
Lebanon, and speaking out
forcefully in support of the War
on Terror. In India, she even
said that outsourcing of
American business — and
therefore U.S. jobs — would
continue into the future. And
when the Israeli foreign minister came to the United States,
Hillary was his first stop — and
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice was second.
Hillary's outspokenness on
international issues is4nore than
just the routine of a largely
domestically-oriented senator
preparing to run for president,.
burnishing her resume on overseas issues. It is the studied
implementation of a playbook
that dates back to the '90s —
when she and I wrote it together.
American attitudes toward
female candidates, my wife's
and my polling found, tended to
differ sharply from how they
evaluated blacks who ran for
office. When it comes to race,
voters are either racist or not. If
the former, they will never back
an African-American. If the latter, then race hardly matters.
But when a woman runs,
few Americans object viscerally
to her candidacy. But most do
stereotype her.
Interestingly, our polling —

which we
conducted
for Hillary
in the early
'90s —
showed that
men and
women, sexiSt or not, all
had the
Morris
same genAdvisory der-based
By Dick Morris stereotypes.
Syndicated
Women
Columnist
were perceived as
better on
issues involving children, education, integrity, health care and
the environment; men were
seen as better on defense, foreign policy, holding down taxes
and cutting spending.
So the Hillary plii,beiok
*
beeamei Use the stereotype.
Sometimes, she tried to
exploit the positive aspects of
the stereotype — as when she
focused first on health care and
then on education and children's
issues. Now she seeks to overcome the negative part of the
stereotype — by posing as a
hawk on foreign policy. But she
clearly understands that a
female candidate has to use the
acceleration the stereotype provides on certain issues and
overcome the negative forces
that impede her on other
aspects of it.
,One problem is that Hillary
is not likely sincere in her
hawkish views.
Back in the early years of
her husband's term, she was
outspoken and aggressive in
urging Bill to pull troops out of
Somalia, calling the troop pres-
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Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton
D-N Y.
ence there, "Bush's parting gift
to us." She was constantly
warning against a heavy military involvement in Bosnia and
was deeply concerned when it
came time to send U.S. troops
there as peacekeepers.
When I proposed that the
attorney general issue a list of
charitable organizations that
give money to terror groups to
warn off potential innocent
donors, Hillary objected that it
smacked of the "Attorney
General's List" of communist
fronts published and made
notorious in the '50s.
She backed an independent
Palestinian state while she was
First Lady and only discovered
an affinity for Israel when she
decided to run in the state with
the largest Jewish population.
The other problem is that
Hillary really doesn't know
much about foreign policy, as
witness her statement condemn-

ing Dr. Ibrahim Jafari, the likely new prime minister of Iraq,
for his party's "connections
with Iran" and for his personal,
"family and religious ties" to
the terrorist state.
The senator warned that
these were "grounds both for
concern and for vigilance." But,
as Jafari pointedly noted,
Hillary "knows nothing about
the Iraqi situation." Jafari has
been lauded in these pages as
an opponent of the Iranian
brand of theocracy and, possibly, as a useful counterweight
to Tehran's ayatollahs.
But, in a broader sense,
Hillary was wrong to attempt to
influence the outcome of the
Iraqi parliamentary process that
must follow the nation's first
free elasilloo.For a
American to try to determine
who will be the prime minister,
when we have 150,000 troops
in the country, flies in the face
of the spirit of the Bush Second
Inaugural in which he warned:
"And when the soul of a nation
finally speaks, the institutions
that arise may reflect customs
and traditions very different
from our own." Hillary's statements are hardly in that spirit.
But the fact is that Hillary is
running for president and must
use her pulpit to solidify her
international credits. And she
must show us all that she's a
hawk — because that's what
woman candidates for president
have to do.
Dick Morris was an adviser
to Bill Clintonfor 20 years.
Copyright 2005 Dick Morris,
All Rights Reserved.
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OBITUARIES/STATE

Obituaries

Peppp Chr
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Ill., for 30 years before retiring. He was a member of Palestine
United Methodist Church in Calloway County. An Army veteran of
Chester Lee Bland, 86, South Road, Cadiz, died Wednesday, World War II, he received the Purple Heart.
March 9, 2005, at 1 a.m. at his home.
Born May 27,1926, in Dale, Ill., he was the son of the late Frank
A farmer and a carpenter, he was of Primitive Baptist faith.
J. Lewis and Go'die Jackson Lewis.
Preceding him in death were one sister, Ealer Calhoun, two
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jeanette Lewis, to whom he was
brothers, B.J. Bland and Franklin Bland, and one nephew, Curtis married Sept. 4, 1954, in Corinth. Miss.; one son, William A. Lewis
Taylor. Born March 23, 1918, in Trigg County, he was the son of the and wife, Cheryl. Murray; five sisters, Mrs. Lorene Hartman.
late Jesse James Bland and Beulah Agnes Shelton Bland.
Odessa, Texas, Mrs. Loretta DeLang, Victorville, Calif., Mrs. Mary
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nella Skinner Bland, to whom Lou Irvin and husband, Orville, Mt. Vernon, Ill., Mrs. Mildred
he had been married for 47 years; one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Jones Wheller and husband, Charles, McLeansboro, Ill., and Mrs. Betty
and husband, Jim, Cadiz; two sisters, Mrs. Opal Jones, Campbell and husband, Halbert, Havana, Ill.; three grandchildren.
Edwardsville, Ill., and Mrs. Beulah Mitche,ILPrinceton: two grand- Vanessa Deneen, Elijah Lewis and Chynna Lewis.
children, Jenifer Morgan, Oklahoma City, Okla., and Kristina
Conterez, Diamond, Ill.; five great-grandchildren, Kristina Jones,
C.E. Sirls
Carnell Morgan Jr., Darnell Morgan, Bre'Anna Conterez and
The funeral for CE. Sins was today (Thursday) at 11 a.m. in the
Antonio Conterez; several nieces and nephews.
of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Keith Norsworthy officiatchapel
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
was in the Union Ridge Cemetery at Aurora.
Burial
ed.
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Irvin Darnall and the Rev. Jimmie
73. Sirls Road, Benton, died Monday. March 7, 2005.
Sins,
Mr.
Oliver will officiate. Roy Marquess Jr. Will be vocalist.
of Benton.
en
Britthav
at
Pallbearers will be Larry Bland, Tom Calhoun, James Harold
driver, he was a member of Fairdealing Church of
truck
retired
A
Sumner.
Ray
Carl
Jones, Carl Wade Mitchell, James Sanders Jr. and
Christ.
Burial will follow in the Trigg Memory Acres, Cadiz.
His wife, Marquita Pierce Sink, preceded him in death. He was
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Friday.
son of the late Carl Elmer Sirls and Gracie Loven Sirls Jones.
the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Pennyroyal Hospice,
Survivors include one son, Darwin Sins. Benton; three sisters,
Inc., 101 W. 18th St., Hopkinsville, KY 42240 or to Oak Grove
Carlena M. Thompson, Mrs. Patsy Turner and Mrs. Marsha
Mrs.
Baptist Church Relay for Life Team, 433 Mack Cunninhgarn Rd., Penney, all of Benton; three brothers, Kenneth Dale Sirls, Benton,
Cadiz, KY 42211.
Clarence Edward Sins, Trenton, Tenn., and Danny Ray Sirls,
Hardin; two grandchildren, Dakota Sirls and Bayli Sirls, both of
Mrs. Vera Warren
Benton.
The funeral for Mrs. Vera Warren will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in
Hillman
Rev.
The
Benton.
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Mrs. Mary Emma Grady
Moore and the Rev. Bob Warren will officiate. Burial will follow in
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Emma Grady was Wednesday at 11
the Unity Cemetery.
a.m. in the chapel of White-Ranson Funeral Home, Union City,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Tenn. Roger Fisher officiated.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Benton Cumberland
Active pallbearers were Raymond Warren Grady, David Grady,
Presbyterian Church, 2968 Aurora Hwy., Hardin, KY 42048.
David Read, William Thompson. Kenneth Kemp and Nelson
Mrs. Warren, 98, 3411 Aurora Hwy., Hardin, died Monday. Dorton.
March 7. 2005, at 5:30 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital. Benton.
Honorary pallbearers were D.G. McElroy, Jerry Kangelos,
A homemaker, she was a member of Benton Cumberland Johnny Hill, Rick Hepler, Kelly Cross, Wayne Barber and Jim Ward.
Presbyterian Church.
Burial was in the Fremont Cemetery near Union City.
Her husband, Kelzie Warren, preceded her in death. She was the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's
daughter of the late Solon Irvan and Fannie Edwards Irvan.
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Anne Palmer and husband,
Mrs. Grady,84, Union City, Thrin., died Tuesday, March 8, 2005,-,_
of
all
.
Charles.
husband
Kenneth. and Mrs. Audaine Fennel and
a.m. at Union City Healthcare.
12:45
at
Hardin; three sisters, Mrs. Zula Walker, Paducah, Mrs. Virginia
been employed as a food service worker at the former
had
She
four
Fla.;
.
Wright, Cleveland, Ohio, and Mrs. Iva Turner, Sarasota
ary School 23 years and was a homemaker. She
Element
Side
East
grandchildren. David Palmer and Daphne.Cope, both of Benton, and was a member of Bishop Street Church of Christ.
Michele Shearer and Mike Fennel, both of Hardin; six great-grandHer husband, Raymond Taylor Grady to whom she was married
four
children; two great-great-grandchildren.
in 1948 died Nov. 18. 1966. Also preceding her in death were
Mae
sisters, Georgie Barnes, Nellie Wade, Louise Barnes and Vera
n,
William L Lewis
Rogers; two brothers, Brown Fluty and Ben Fluty; one grandso
The funeral for William L. Lewis will be Friday at I p.m. in the Hunter Houston Grady; one great-granddaughter, Anne Marie Jones.
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Tim Palmer will Born Dec. 27, 1920, in Obion County, Tenn., she was the daughter
officiate. Entombment will follow in the mausoleum at the Murray of the late Robert Charles Fluty and Ella Mae Hayes Fluty.
City Cemetery.
Survivors include two sons, Lonnie Grady and wife, Beverly,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 Union City, and Hayes Grady and wife, Marjorie, Murray, Ky.; four
to 7 p.m. today (Thursday).
grandchildren, Raymond Grady and Vicki Jones, both of Murray,
Mr. Lewis, 78, Irvin Cobb Road, Murray, David Grady, Dallas, Texas, and Mary Margaret Read, Greenbrier,
died Wednesday, March 9, 2005, at Veterans Tenn.; five great-grandchildren, Taylor, Kayla, Alicia and Suzanna
Administration Nursing Home Care Unit, Grady and Erin Jones, all of Murray; her sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary
Marion, Ill.
Katherine McKinnis, Troy, Tenn.; several nieces and nephews.
He worked in the research department for Caterpillar in Peoria.

Chester Lee Bland

Kentucky advocates to keep
Fort Knox off base closure list
06 to promote and preserve military installations, Shane said,
and the money has gone toward
planning, research and hiring
two consulting groups to lobby
in Washington for the state's
bases.
Though the process is supposed to be free of politics. support from the governor and
Congressional delegation has
By HILARY ROXE
been important. Shane said.
U.S. Sen.
Associated Press Writer
ch
(AP)
Mit
NGTON
WASHI
McConnell.
Kentucky is intensifying a push
R-Ky., said
to maintain and expand its miliDefense
delegathe
as
tions
installa
tary
tion's influDepartment officials come closence is limiter to recommending which of
or
The
trim
to
ed.
bases
s
country'
the
process only
shut down.
allows
Much of the effort is geared
McConnell Congress to
to protecting Fort Knox, an
installation long known for tank vote yes or no vote on final recwarfare and gold reserves and ommendations, specifically to
more recently focused on train- limit politicians' involvement,
McConnell said.
ing and research.
"We are trying to influence it
Under the Base Realignment
and Closure process - or on the outside as much as we
BRAC - the Pentagon is con- can." he said.
Though there are no guaransidering whether to close or
scale back some of its 425 facil- tees. many believe Fort
ities as part of military cost-cut- Campbell, which straddles the
ting and realignment. Defense Kentucky-Tennessee border, is
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld's likely safe from closures. Home
recommendations are due to a of the 101st Airborne Division.
nine-member independent com- the post exemplifies the type of
military readiness that the Army
mission by May 16.
Helping to spearhead the hopes to stress. Kentucky leadstate's advocacy is retired Brig. ers said.
"I'm confident that Fort
Gen. James E. Shane Jr., execuy
Kentuck
Campbell ... is going to be safe.
tive director of the
Affairs,
Military
on
ion
I do think that many of us have
Commiss
and a former Pentagon official some concerns about Fort
who helped the Army imple- Knox," said U.S. Rep. Ed
ment base closures after the last Whitfield, a Republican whose
district includes parts of Fort
round in 1995.
dedicatCampbell.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher
Fort Knox lost the 194th
ed about $600,000 from 2004-

Confidence
high for
safety of Ft.
Campbell

Separate
Armored
Brigade
the
when
military
scaled back
its ranks in
midthe
1990s, and
lb 4
post's
the
Whitfield
focus turned
to training and research. In
recent years it has become a
planning center for the Army,
and home to the Army's Armor
School and the Army Recruiting
Command.
"The truth of the matter is
Fort Knox is not what it used to
be already. It's been gradually
slimmed down over the last
decade. But it's got some things
going for it," McConnell said.
Among the assets are a
109.000-acre property that could
be prime land for training, and
potentially housing troops
moved in from elsewhere.
Kentucky was hard hit by
past BRAC rounds - which
closed the Lexington Army
Depot and the Naval Ordnance
Station in Louisville. Those clo-

sures and other scale backs cost
Kentucky more than 13,000
employees and $240 million in
payrolls in the 1990s. Shane
said.
The military brings more
than $5 billion into the state
annually, and local connections
to bases run deep.
With a daytime population of
as many as 28,000 people, Fort
Knox would be the state's seventh largest city, and it contributes $1.4 billion to the local
economy annually, Shane said.
The larger Fort Campbell brings
about $2 billion to local
economies in Kentucky and
Tennessee, he said.
Should Kentucky's installations survive the next round of
closures, they stand to gain.
Military officials will have to
decide where to move resources,
and at least some of the surviving facilities will grow.
"Base closure is not bad for
Loren
said
everybody,"
Thompson, a defense analyst at
the Lexington Institute in
Virginia. "We're talking about
closing bases but we're not talking about firing soldiers."
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12.36
Motor
Ford
51
Sears
General Eketrie -35.88 + 0.14
0.11
+
17.64
.......-Warner
_14.10 + 0.02 Time
General Motors
Bancorp
US
alasoSmithKine ADR _48.58 + 0.65
-SS 77+ 11.111
ry.so - 0.75 UST
Goodrich
124.95 + 0.40
WellPeint
14.34 - 0.10
Good,ear
52.48 + 0.113
Wal-Mart
A
B 16.97
HopFed inks

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. -10,821.80 + 16.18

Cast*NM 160loy, KY 42071
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2005 Dodge Neon SXT
$15,530
- 706
- 2,500
- 500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
If Farm Bureau

s3te $11 824*
,re

Stk. SCC5063

2005 Chrysler PT Cruiser
$14,995
- 322
-1.000
- 1,000

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
CFC

$12 673*

Price

Stk tirT5151

5

2005 Dodge Stratus SXT SEDAN
$19,800
- 1,305
- 2,000
-1,000
- 500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
CFC
If Farm Bureau

gicees14,995*

Stk CC5098

2005 Dodge Dakota Club ST
$22,009
- 2,514
- 2,000
-1,000
- 500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
CFC
If Fern Bureau

it:$15 995

Stk irCT5.141

9

2005 Dodge 1500 ST
$22,235
- 1,740
- 3,000
-1,000
- 500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
CFC
If Farm Bureau

Ale

Sale $
Price p5,995

Stk. I/CT5189

2005 Jeep Wrangler SE
$19,815 !Fri..-1,570 - 750
- 1,000
- 500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
CFC
Military Disc

Agiest

ice $15,995

Pri

Stk. CT5233

2005 Jeep Liberty Sport
$21,820
- 825
- 1,500
- 1,000
- 500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
CFC
Military

Price $17

Stk. itCT5087

2005 Dodge 1500 Quad ST
$27,355
- 2,860
- 3,000
- 1,000
- 500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
CFC
If Farm Bureau

La:.$19,995*

-

Stk CT5096

2005 Dodge Magnum SE
$22,645
- 1,150
-1,000
- 500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
CFC
If Farm Bureau

Sale $1 a Go;

Price

9

I

Stk CC5220

‘0

2005 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Wg. Rebate
CFC
Military Disc

$26,875
- 1,880
-2,500
-1,000 r
- 500

se's

ze.$20,995*

Sat. 1CT5212
oott,
Oloololoist TAMS CUL $64.50 dot fa included. CFC = ,Twc, •ho
Nardi*SO maths or Mos.$750.00 CPC Bonus on 72 & former military
personnei
member 1St 45 doys. MiltirpfMT/police bonus for current
and coattail-11ms anagorey orpollce endorses.
Mb VW lb Is lbw Cur gr
Ilhilmw It

PFPPF/ecc
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Make A Difference Day
will be at stadium Saturday

Red Cross Blood Drive
will be held on Friday
The Nashville Regional one you know will need blood
Bloodbank of the Red Cross in their lifetime. Currently the
has a critical need for 0 neg- 0 negative and B negative blood
ative and B negative blood and supply is critically low, somewill have the Red Cross Blood- 'times just one or two days
mobile in the Wal-Mart park- from running out.
To be eligible to give blood,
ing lot in Murray on Friday
donors must be healthy, at least
from noon to 6 p.m.
Larry Doyle, chairman of 17 years old (no upper age
Calloway County Red Cross limit), weigh at least 110
Blood Drives, said "you are a pounds, not have given blood
pan of the reason Red Cross in the last 56 days, and show
collects blood donations - the Red Cross donors card, picpotential to save millions of ture ID or two of any other
lives each year. Whether you forms of identifications. A
are a first. donor or a repeat health review will be conductdonor, it's a community respon- ed by the staff to determine
sibility to volunteer to donate eligibility to give blood.
Refreshments will be served
to our blood supply."
All blood supplies given to and a free gift will be given
humans in life saving proce- to participants.
The next scheduled Red
dures have been donated by a
volunteer donor. Only five per- Cross Blood Drive in Calloway
cent in a community of healthy, County will be at the Lowe's
eligible donors ever give blood. Disaster Blaster Event, MurEvery two seconds someone in ray, held in Lowe's parking
America needs blood. There's lot on March 26 from 10 a.m.
a 97 percent chance that some- to 2 p.m.

Pendergrass will celebrate
his 100th birthday March 16
Flavil Pendergrass will celebrate his 100th birthday on
March 16.
He and his wife, Treva, were
married Oct. 31, 1933, and
both now are residents of West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
The Pendergrass couple has
lived in the Antioch. Coldwater and Browns Grove communities. They are members
of Coldwater Church of Christ.
They have one daughter.
Mrs. Norma Darnell and husband, Hyland, of Coldwater, and
the late Jerry Pendergrass of
Kirksey.
Grandchildren
include
Sharon Bundy, Karen Brummitte, Kim Scott, Jerry Pat
Pendergrass and Tracy Pendergrass. They have four greatgrandchildren.
While there will be no formal celebration, Mr. Pendergrass would appreciate any

liii

aff

Flavil Pendergrass
notes or cards to be sent to
Flavil Pendergrass. West View
Nursing Home, 1401 S. 16th
St.. Murray, KY 42071.

Murray and Calloway County Resource
Centers will host the 50th Make A Difference Day on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the parking lot of Stewart Stadium at Murray State University.
Items to be recycled include: Eye glasses for the Lions Club; oil for Taylor Bus;
paper products of all kinds; ink jet cartridges for Big Brothers Big Sisters; clothes
for J.U. Kevil; aluminum cans for WATCH
Center; cell phones for CASA; plastic, tin
Jo's
and glass.
cans
Datebook
The paper shredder from Purchase
By Jo Burkeen
Records will be there to shred any docuCommunity
ments or papers. First Baptist Church will
Editor
be collecting new or good used Bibles for
a missionary trip.

Volunteers needed Saturday
Photo provided
the
was
presented
The Rev. Kerry Lambert, center,
'Outstanding Citizen of the Year 2004' award by Lodge
728 of Woodmen of the World. Making the presentation
were, from left, Jeanie Key, Mildred Horn, Daytha Outland
and Dot McNabb.

Rev. Lambert honored
by WOW Lodge 728
The Rev. Kerry Lambert has
been named as "Outstanding
Citizen of the Year for 2004"
award by the Lodge 728 of
Woodmen of the World.
He was presented a special
certificate at a recent meeting
of the lodge. Mildred Horn is
president of the lodge.
Rev. Lambert has been the
Pastoral Care Coordinator for
West View Nursing Home, Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and Long Term Care Unit of
the hospital where he visits daily
or on a weekly basis. While
there as a spiritual counselor
the patients, he also shares his
off-duty time with many patients
that wait for his visits.
Lambert was instrumental in
the development of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
"Critical Incident Stress Management," a program that assists
staff in their handling of stress-

to
ful situations related
patients/residents 01 fellow staff
members.
Along with his duties, he
is frequently asked to conduct
the funeral for many -that he
has counseled and guided in
their spiritual life. He also
serves as chaplain for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Hospice Program. He serves
on the Hospice Grief Recovery Support Group; Hospice
PR Committee; Hospice Interdisciplinary Team; Hospice
Advisory Council and the Compassionate Friends Support
Group.
Rev. Lambert has served
as chairman of the local unit
of The Salvation Army in Murray and Calloway County since
1994 and works diligently in
their annual drive and many
other projects.
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WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Free In-Home Estimates
Pinancing Available
•Window Blinds
Professional Installation
.10000 Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl. Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Floonng
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office. (866) 936-6600
Cell. (270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.com
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Church plans special event
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will host a supper of chili, dessert and drink on Saturday from 4 to 8 p.m.
at the church. Donations will be accepted for the building
fund for the church.

Support groups available
Stephanie Cunningham wants to start a support group for
people who have lost their parents through death and also a
support social group for persons with disabilities of all kind.
'Cunningham said "I am not a professional and I do not have
any education in counseling. I just felt the need for both of
these supports groups." Anyone interested in either of these
groups call Cunningham at 753-7129.

-CCHS Touchdown Club to meet
Touchdown Club of Calloway County High School will
meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the fieldhouse. Coach Josh McKeel will address the club members; planning will begin for
the upcoming season's events and summer fundraisers; and
members will brainstorm on new ways to enhance the boys'
football experience.

Suite B • Murray

"Color Your Landscape
With Perennials"

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms,
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
call Kim Jastremswki, CLEC, at 759-4746.

Woodmen of the World Lodge 170, Kirksey, will meet
tonight at 6:30 p.m. at Ryan's Steak House. Guest speaker
will be Joe Pat Hutson. Please note the change in--meeting
date and location. For information call 489-6251.

(270) 753-7407
RA 111 N. 12" St.

Free Seminar

Mother to Mother group will meet

Woodmen Lodge to meet tonight

WE SHOW YOU:
•100% loan, no money down
•flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

ALL PERENNIALS

Kirksey Ball Park will have sign-ups for the season for all
ages from 3 to 20 at Kirksey United Methodist Church, beside
the ball park. Sign-ups will be Friday from 4 to 7 p.m. and
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more information call
Frank at 489-2068 or Dianna at 1-270-527-2072 or e-mail
girlscoutleader2006@yahoo.com.

A special fund has been set up to help offset the taxing
medical bills for Michael Allen York who will soon celebrate
his seventh birthday. He suffers from autism and other medical complications. Your help will be greatly appreciated by
his parents. Keith and Marilyn York of Murray. Persons may
give or mail funds to the account at Heritage Band, c/o
Michael Allen York, 210 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071.

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

20% OFF

Kirksey Ball Club plans sign-ups

York special fund established

=1 For 5 Years
In A Row —
Zero Down
RHS Loans

=

Lodge 592 of Woodmen of the World will meet at the new
lodge hall on Lowry Drive tonight at 6 p.m. Refreshments
will be served after the meeting.

The weekly fish fry will be Friday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
in the Father Martin Mattingly Parish Center of St. Leo
Catholic Church. These will continue each Friday through
March 18.

www.globalmtglink.com

& Gifts

Lodge 592 will meet tonight

Fish fry planned at St. Leo church

Link

HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

Carmeleta Norvell, director of Life House Care Center, has
issued an appeal for all able-bodied men to help hang sheetrock
at the new building being erected at 602 Poplar St.. Murray.
Work will begin at 8 a.m. on Saturday. Lunch will be served.
For 'information call 753-0700 or e-mail lifehouse@murrayky.net.

Murray Band Boosters will meet

EASTER SPECIAL
Flare your picture made
with our Easter Bunny
"Oreo"on our new
Thscan Background

Murray Band Boosters will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
band room of Murray High School. All parents with band students in grades 7-12 at MMS or MHS are encouraged to
attend. For more information call 753-8910.

Local Planning Committee will meet
Calloway County Schools Local Planning Committee will
meet Monday at 4:30 p.m. in the meeting of Calloway County Board of Education office. The committee will review priorities with school facilities. The public is invited.

Glory Bound event is tonight
Two groups. Sugar Creek Trio and Gospel Three from
Sugar Creek, will be featured at Glory Bound Entertainment
tonight from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center.
This weekly event is sponsored by Goshen United Methodist
Church. The public is invited and there is no charge. Items
for Need Line will be taken. For more information call Joe
Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Jill Alton
at 753-1592.

Saturday, March 12 at 10 a.m.
FREE Gift To All Attendees

.71
'MI

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
Coll for Your Wedding Consultation Today
KERY & CATERII
71S I S. 124 St (knits ins Feed Giant)
Own"•t2701 762-0450•111.4a Thassesaa, Amor
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Davis Retires From MCCH
MCCH Hospice will
present'The Way Home'
and panel discussion

Photo provtded

The International Association of Administrative
Professionals (IAAP) of the Year committee member
Brenda Kimbro (right) surprised Martha Joiner (left) with
a rose.,

Joiner selected as finalist
for 2005 IAAP award
The Murray Chapter of the
International Association of
Administrative Professionals,
(IAAP) has selected Martha
Joiner as a finalist for the 2005
"Administrative Professional of
the Year Award."
Joiner is currently employed
at Murray Supply and Wholesale Electric through Office
Extras. She has been an active
member of IAAP since 1984.
In the Richmond Chapter, Joiner held several offices and she
later joined the Lehigh Caney
Chapter in Allentown. Pa„ in
2000. Since joining the Murray Chapter in 2003 she has
served on several committees.
A graduate of Highland
Springs High School. Joiner
received an associate in science degree in Legal Secretarial from Virginia Commonwealth. Joiner also completed
two years of a three-year program at Old Dominion University in a Certified Municipal Clerk program.
experience
work
Her
includes: 24 years with the
County of Henrico in Richmond where her duties included Administrative Secretary for
,the Director and Assistant
Director of Public Works; Executive Seeretary/Clerk to the
Board of Supervisors. Joiner
was also an Administrative
Assistant at Air Products and
Chemicals Inc. Joiner was
listed in the Who's Who's of
Outstanding Women of America in 1980.
Joiner is married to Jim
Joiner who is the manager of

The Way Home, a readers'
theatre piece that tells the stories of two cancer patients from
Western Kentucky, will be presented on Sunday, at 2 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church
by Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice
This unique spoken opera
was written by Murray writer
Constance Alexander and is
being directed by MaryAnne
1,1'ed1ock, also from Murray.
A Hospice awareness panel discussion will follow the performance as well as a reception. The event is free to the
public, but donations will be
accepted to benefit MCCH Hospice.
The cast consists of three
major roles played by Tonda
Thomas, Karen Olson, and
Martha Broach. There is also
a chorus of speakers, which
include Dorothy Hargrove, Lola
James, Pati Williams, Fran
Miller, Katye Olson Guess, and
All those
Tory Daughrity.
involved bring a unique experience to the performance either
as a Hospice caregiver, Hospice volunteer, cancer survivor,
or experience with end-of-life
issues.
The Way Home premiered
in 2003 at the West Kentucky
Playwrights' Festival and was

the J.C.Penney Store in Murray. Joiner has a daughter.
Jennifer and a granddaughter,
Peyton who live in Richmond.
Joiner's other activities
include membership in the Murray Woman's Club where she
has served in various capacities. In 2004, Joiner received
the Newcomer of the Year
Award for the Kentucky Federation of the Women's Club.
She is a member of the First
United Methodist Church where
she sings in the choir.
Selection of the Murray
Chapter "Administrative Professional of the Year" for 2005
will be announced at the chapter's Executive Night Banquet,
scheduled for April 25 at 6:30
p.m. at Murray State University's Curris Center ballroom.
This year's theme, "The Power
of Pride, Professionalism, Personal and Patriotic," will bring
many honored guests from
around the area and across the
state.
All office professionals are
invited and encouraged to join
members in celebrating Administrative Professionals Week by
attending the banquet. Reservations are required and may
be made by calling Sarah
Alexander, Chapter treasurer,
at 759-4446.

Registrations
being taken
for two
classes
Registrations are currently
being taken for two non-credit classes. "Introduction to
Microsoft PowerPoint" and
"Basics of Web Site Construction." The classes are offered
by Murray State University's
Center for Continuing Education and are open to the public.
"Introduction to Microsoft
PowerPoint" will teach participants how to use the software
program widely used for presentations, slide shows or general announcements.
The two-night seminar will
meet March 28 and April 11
from 6 to 8 p.m. The price is
$45 which includes a manual.
a reference guide and other
learning material.
The three-week Basics of
Website Construction class will
give participants a hands-on
opportunity to learn and understand how to build a website.
Topics covered include: How
a website is set up; the use
of website software (such as
Microsoft FrontPage); the basics
of HTML; and how to publish the website.
The class will meet for three
Tuesdays beginning March 29
from 6 to 8 p.m. The fee for
the class will be $65 which
includes all learning materials.
Both classes will be held
in room 209 of the Collins I
& T Center on the MSU campus. Space in both classes is
limited to 15 participants.
For more information or to
register, contact the Center for
Continuing Education at 7623659 or 1-800-669-7654, ext.
3659.

subsequently performed in New
York, New Jersey, California,
Illinois and elsewhere in Kentucky. According to the playwright, it was written as readers' theatre to simplify production requirements and to ensure
that the play can be performed
in any setting where people
might gather to talk about issues
associated with women's health,
the plight of the uninsured and
terminal illness.
"Every performance of The
Way Home has included cancer survivors and caregivers,
as well as others who believe
it is important to raise community awareness of services
Constance
hospice,"
like
Alexander said.
After the reading on March
13, a panel discussion by family members and others associated with Hospice will be
presented. Kerry Lambert, Murray-Calloway County Hospital
chaplain, will lead the discussion. Members in the panel
include Gary Scott, Ruth Cole,
Cadelia Turpin, Cindy Ragsdale,
and Pati Williams. Literature
and brochures that provide
information about women's
health, cancer, community
health services, hospice and
end-of-life issues will also be
distributed.

MSU Speech and Debate Team
has five second place winners
Five members of the travel
team of the Murray State University Speech and Debate
Union won second place in the
large team sweepstakes in the
state speech and debate tournament at Morehead State University. The team placed behind
Western Kentucky's team, which
consists of 50 members'.
The winners include the following:
• Scott Holbrook, a sophomore physics major of Murray, Ky., and a member of
Hester College
• Wanda Wilson, a senior
international business major of
Paris, Tenn., and a member of
Springer/Franklin College
•Chelsie Zeigler, a fresh-

STONE'S DRUGS
& HOMECARE MEDICAL SUPPLY
414 SOUTH NINTH ST.• MAYFIELD • 247-3232
247-4139• 1-8007745-0732 • FAX (270) 745-0732
www cornerdrugstore.com
Dedicated to Prniript Friendly Servir e For Over 65 Yea'

MO(ded io Q41o(ety4

f310

American Breast Care brings you the
comfortable, beautiful bra you've
been waiting for. It's our very first
seamless, molded-cup, pocketed bra!
Made of a beautiful nylon/spandex,
this is a revolutionary design that's
invisible under clothing
and provides the
ultimate in comfort!

Photo provided

Geraldine Davis recently retired from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's West View Nursing Home. During
her tenure at West View Nursing Home, Davis worked
as a Certified Nursing Assistant and Dietary Service
Attendant. Pictured with Davis is Tammy Crittendon,
Director of Long Term Care.

Telling Truths to be presented
tonight at Wrather Museum
The organizational communication 361 and journalism
and mass communications 451
classes at Murray State University will present the production, Telling Truths, on
March 10, at 8 p.m. in the
Wrather Museum Auditorium on
campus. The production is a
game show variation in which
audience members are able to
interact as part of the parody.
The production will also provide an opportunity for the
community to interact with students.
Judges of the production
include Dick Weaver, retired
MGMT Consultant; Jeanne
Fleming,owner of Office Extras
Inc; Dr. Jim Booth, professor

of organizational communications; and Trudy McFarland,
executive director of Glendale
Place.
The showcase will highlight
persuasion and oral communication skills. Students will also
film the production. The showcase was an idea of Dr. Crystal Coleman, organization communication faculty member.
Coleman noted that the showcase would be a departmental
collaboration and that it would
give students the opportunity
to demonstrate their skills to
a public audience. Admission
is free.
more information
For
regarding the program. contact
Coleman at (270) 762 4467.

man social major of Owensboro,
Ky., and a member of Hart
College
•Charles Dowdy. a junior
engineering graphics major of
Owensboro, Ky., and a member of Hart College
111 Amber DuVentre, a junior organizational communication major of Jackson, Term.,
of
member
a
and
Springer/Franklin College MSU
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Whitmer of Alabaster, Ala., are the
team members did well in preon Friliminary rounds with first- parents of a daughter, Elizabeth Grace Whitrner, born
Hospital,
Vincent's
St.
at
a.m.
11:45
at
2005,
25,
Feb.
multiple
day.
through sixth-place
wins in debate, impromptu, Birmingham, Ala.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 15 ounces and measured 21
informative and dramatic speakinches. The mother is the former Tina Lartigue.
ing.
travel
Grandparents are Mt and Mrs. Emile Lartigue of Mobile.
the
of
All members
A great-grandteam are eligible for national Ala., and Mrs. Nancy M. Whitmer of Murray.
Mobile.
of
Marshall
Lois
Mrs.
is
Mo.
mother
Louis,
SL
competition in

BirtkAnnouncement

Elizabeth Grace Whitmer

Get Ready For Spring Break
With A Pre-Owned Van or SUV
$9,995
$15,995
$17,995
$11,995
$15,995
$16,995
$8,995
$16,295
$18,995
$21,995
$14,995
$27,995
$19,900
$30,995

2001 Pontiac Montana
2004 Pontiac Montana
2005 Pontiac Montana
2002 Pontiac Montana
2002 Chevy TrailBlazer 4x4
2004 Pontiac Aztec
2000 Chevy Astro Mark III Conversion
2003 Mazda Tribute
2002 Chevy TrailBlazer 2 WD
2002 Chevy Tahoe Z-71

American
Breast Care

2003 Honda CRV

Our model is wearing lightweight breast
prostheses by American Breast Care.

2004 Buick Ranier
2002 GMC Envoy
2004 Chevy Suburban LT

Enteltfied

LaVela Sullivan
Registered Fitter For
OrthoticsiMastectomy

Stones is dedicated to
helping women lead fuller
lives after breast surgery.
1-800-745-0732
270-247-3232
270-247-3233

Brandon

Or)

Cadillac•Pontiac•Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
1300 N. 121 By-Pass Murray .12701753-5315 -18001455-5315
www.brandonautoworld.com

Fr.
Chris Cox

Jason Stations

Greg Roberts

Patricia Jones

Stove Zoe

Chris Hayden
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Pakistan
ISLAMABAD,
(AP/ — Pakistan's government
acknowledged for the first time
Thursday that a rogue scientist
at the heart of an international
nuclear black market investigation gave centrifuges to Iran.
although officials knew nothing
about the transfer.
Previously, the Pakistani
government said only that Abdul
Qadeer Khan's group sold technology and blueprints to several
countries.
"Dr. Abdul Qadeer gave
some centrifuges to Iran:.
Information • Minister Sheikh
Rashid Ahmed told The
Associated Press. "He helped
Iran in his personal capacity, and
the Pakistan government had
nothing to do with it."
Ahmed originally made the
remarks at a seminar in
Islamabad organized by a local
newspaper group, in which he
stuck by Pakistan's insistence
that despite his crimes, Khan
would never be handed over to a
third country' for prosecution.

AP
told
Ahmed
Islamabad is fully cooperating
with the International Atomic
Energy' Agency, the U.N.
nuclear watchdog.
Khan, considered the father
of Pakistan's own nuclear program,confessed last year that he
sold nuclear technology to Iran
— Pakistan's southwestern
neighbor — as well as North
Korea and Libya.

Psychic
** Fair

Pervez Musharraf pardoned the
disgraced scientist and allowed
him to keep the riches he
allegedly earned from the track.
However, the scientist remains
restricted to his home in an
ol
neighborhood
upscale
Islamabad, the Pakistani capital.
The government has steadfastly denied any °Melt&
involvement in the proliferatidp.
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SAT. & SUN.
10 am - 6 pm
FREE
CRYSTAL
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pegasus.inc-,prodigy.net
TO FIRST 100
Readings, Demonstrations,
ADMISSIONS
Booths, Door Prizes,
Aura Photography, Iridology, eti

FREE LECTURES EVERY 1/2 HOUR WITH $7 ADMISSION

A Pegasus Production Fair

MSU students
earn KAS honors
KLmiucky • Academy of
announced the student
;or its undergradd ii
H.ti: rescarcsh paper and poster
mpetitions held at Murray
slat,: 1 lir.cr‘it:
ThL. acadein has represented
science in the Common‘ealth
'like iiorganization in 1914.
goals are to
1 he a._ adc.inr
a‘• areness tor
hroaAii
-.cum..... ;ducat ion. encourage
1,;search. promote dissemmanim it scientific knov.1t2t1t2c, and unit\ the scientific
interests ot residents across the
,tate. ille r..\-cnt annual meeting
'ted;;t er ;0 attendees repre,enidig um cisines and busttr-;;;;; all it‘Ci Kentuclo
:ompetition pro1ft: K
\ Ric. an ,ippoitunit) to present
stodcnt ie...iarch results in an
;;rali pt ster ormat. Both pro\ ide i C \•client learning experience as \kelt as cash prizes.
Students' k:an compete for prizes
in more than IS different scientific discipline..
Muria State students who
honors in
received
Research
I ndergriduate
Competition Oral Presentation
lhL

Include:

and
Anthropology.
Sociology: 1st place - Jason
\farchmon. Mun-ay. Ky.: 2nd
Sams.
Adrianne
place
Shelhy‘ tile. Ky.: 3rd place Kristin 1.. Thomas. Ov.ensboro.
Ky.
Chemistry: 1st place Kelleher (Perkin
Matthc\A
Murray: 2nd
Elmer Award
place - Christopher Sperry,
Clarks rile. Tenn.
Engineering: 1,1 place JaIlle• Humes. Hopkinsville.
Ky : Tied for 2nd place - Ryan
Ky.:
Farmington.
Rogers.
Matthev. N'andell. Hartford. Ky.:
Janelle Walker. Carmi. Ill: and
John Tucker, Mayfield. K.
Geology: 2nd place
Matthe.‘% Phillips. Eddyville,
K.
Psychology: 1st place - John
T. Nanney. Fulton. Ky
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First Region Tournament

Lady Tigers' torch extinguished
Murray High
falls to Lady
Tornado in
game of survivor

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo
Patrick Sparks(22)and Chuck Hayes(44) will lead the No.
1 seeded Wildcats into the SEC Tournament, beginning
today in Atlanta, Ga.

1111 SEC Tournament

Kentucky vs.
everyone else
ATLANTA (AP) — The Florida, which is 0-for-39 in the
Southeastern Conference tour- conference tourney.
nament can be divided into two
Kentucky (23-4, 14-2) hopes
groups.
There's to use this year's event as a
distinct
perennial springboard to a No. 1 seed in
Kentucky,
the
favorite. Then there's Everyone the NCAA tournament. The
Ise.
W,ildcats are among the handful
; The No. 4 Wilde:Its' have of teams stilt id the running for
dominated the league's postsea- one of the coveted spots, despite
son tournament, winning more a one-point loss at Florida last
championships than the other 11 weekend.
members combined. They cer"Kentucky always bring a
tainly seem capable of adding to great team in here," South
their overflowing trophy case Carolina forward Carlos Powell
with a deep, talented team that said. -They play as hard as they
already coasted to the regular- can, and they come in with the
season title.
confidence of knowing they can
"Until somebody takes down win."
Kentucky in this thing, it's
As always, the Bluegrass
tournament," Nation will descend on Atlanta
(entucky's
Mississippi State coach Rick by the thousands, transforming
tartsbury conceded Wednesday. the city into "Cat-Lanta."
!That's just the way ills."
Anyone who takes the court
While a pesky rival sneaks up against the Wildcats will feel
.very now and then to topple the like they're playing at Rupp
Wildcats, they never stay down Arena, not the Georgia Dome.
for long. Kentucky won the last
"It's like a home game for
two tournaments and 10 of the them when you see all that blue
past 13. bringing its overall title in the stands," Powell said.
haul to 25.
The Wildcats are young —
Alabama is second in the two freshmen start, two more
AEC tournament standings with get significant time off the
et paltry six championships. bench — but they have the sort
'Tennessee (four, the last coming of the depth that leaves other
in 1979) and Mississippi State teams huffing and puffing, espe.(two) are the only other schools cially in the grueling tournament
prith multiple titles. Then there's setting.

i

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Pam Bell grabs most of the
attention when opposing teams
prepare to face Paducah
Tilghman, and rightfully so.
The big 6-foot-I junior center did her part in disposing of
Murray High in Wednesday's
quarterfinal round of the girls'
First Region Tournament, scoring 19 points and pulling down
seven rebounds as the Lady
Tornado eliminated the Lady
Tigers from postseason play
62-45 at the Regional Special
Events Center.
However, the story of the
contest had less to do with
Bell's presence in the low post
and more to do with
Tilghman's quickness and fullcourt pressure.
The Lady Tornado (25-5)
harassed Murray ballhandlers
into 20 turnovers on the
evening and used its athleticism to beat the Lady Tigers to
the basket all night long.
The final numbers indicated
a 49-45 rebounding edge for
Murray. But it was Tilghman's
board work in the first half that
helped it build a comfortable
lead and hold off a second-half
MI-IS charge.
The lady Tornado grabbed
11 offensive rebounds in the
first 16 minutes and capitalized
on that with 11 second-chance
points.
"The first two things we put
up on the board in the locker
room was that we had to take
care of the ball and rebound,"
said Lady Tiger heacli‘coach
Rochelle Thrace lkitaiit didn't do either one of those
things.
"When you allow those second chances and let them get
out in transition, they're tough
to stop."
The Lady Tigers (19-11)
held their own for much of the
first half, maintaining a lead for
most of the first quarter before
settling for a 12-11 deficit
heading into the second period.
Jordan Huston and Lisa
Thurman kept things close by
combining for a pair of free
throws in the early minutes of
the second quarter. But then
Tilghman's rebounding and its
press took affect.
Bell rebounded her own
miss and put it back up and in
for a 16-13 Lady Tornado edge
with 5:16 left in the half. Then,
Aseer ltiavkase exploded for

ScOTT NANNEYtiedger & Times photo
Murray High senior Lisa Thurman (33) tries to pass the ball out of a trap by Paducah
Tilghman's Asser ltiavkase (35) and an unidentified teammate during Wednesday's
girls' First Region Tournament quarterfinal at the RSEC. The Lady Tornado proved
too much for the Lady Tigers in a 62-45 decision.

five straight points, scoring a
layup off a steal and adding a
three-point play.
That Tilghman surge ignited
a 15-0 run, which ended with
an Ali Watson 3-pointer to put
the Lady Tornado margin out to
24-13 with 2:46 to go in the
half.
Murray recovered to score
eight of the next 12 points to
end the half. But the damage
had been done, as Tilghman
entered the break up 33-21.
-1 felt really good about the
way we started the game. We
had some good looks at the
basket, and we did a good job
of taking advantage of those,"

Lady Vikingsfeeling
good with'Roof over
their heads

C-USA Tournament

Pitino named league's
Coach of the Year
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
t
aauisville coach Rick Pitino
s named Conference USA's
ch of the year on Wednesday,
Eddie Basden of Charlotte
hile
,„
:was honored as the league's
;player of the year.
-.„ Pitino received the award
.
:earned after Ray Meyer and pre:tented by the Birmingham Tip'Off Club in voting by his fellow
league coaches for leading his
.No• 6 Cardinals to their first C:USA regular season title. They
:Open tournament play Thursday
'in the quarterfinals against
- Texas Christian, a 60-57 overtime winner over Marquette on
Wednesday.
This is the fourth time that
Pitino has won a coach of the
year award. He was the SEC's
top coach in 1990, 1991 and
1996 while with the Kentucky
Wildcats, and he has been a
national coach of the year three
times.
Basden is the league's twotime defensive player of the
year. This season, he led the
,49ers to a second-place finish in

Rick Pitino
the regular season, and he
ranked in the top 10 in the
league in points with 15.3 points
per game, rebounds (5th, 8.5
rpg), assists (10th, 3.6 apg) and
steals (1st. 3.3 spg).
He was named the league's
player of the week three times in
while
helping
February
Charlotte win seven straight
games. Basden is only the second Charlotte player to win the
league's player of the year
DeMarco
award, joining
Johnson.

Turner noted. "But as the game
Paducah Tilghman 62
went on, we quit making shots
ADY TIGERS 45
and we started turning the ball
11 10 14 06 — 45
Murray
over."
12 21 14 15 — 62
TrIphman
Despite the deficit, the Lady Murray (19-11) — Thurman 12
Tigers hung tough in the third Garland 10, Sears 10, Dunn 5, Huston
quarter, whittling the Tilghman 5, Voir) 3 FG: 16-55 3-point FG: 1-13
(Dunn) FT: 12-22 Rebounds 49
lead to eight points (37-29) on Fouls 17
a jumper by Whitney Sears Paducah Tilghman (25-5) — Bell 19,
itiavkase 13, Shelton 13, Watson 11,
with 5:20 on the clock.
Moore 5. Leonard 1. FG: 25-73. 3The Lady Tornado edge was point
FG: 2-12 (Watson 2). FT 10-23
just nine (44-35) when Sears Rebounds: 45 Fouls: 22
scored at the two-minute mark.
ltiavkase did it all for the
but Itiavkase tallied three
Tornado,
keying
Lady
straight points to end the period
with Tilghman up 47-35. The Tilghman's run-and-gun game
Lady Tigers would not come with a double-double 113
closer than within 10 points of points, 14 rebounds) while
the lead the rest of the way.
•See MURRAY Page 28

SCOTT NANNEYOUidger & limes photo
St. Mary center Angela Roof (34) moves around a
Carlisle County defender at the free throw line during
first-half action In the girls' First Region Tournament
Wednesday night at the RSEC. Roof scored 24 points
and tossed in 13 rebounds as the Lady Vikings cruised
59-25.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Angela Roof recorded a
16 —25
05 07
double-double as St. Mary eas- Carlisle
14
Si Mary
26 40 — 59
ily defeated Carlisle County 'Carlisle Co. (3-23) — Bradley 10
59-25 in the opener of the girls' Green 7, Beasley 2, Franklin 2, Koskins
First Region Tournament 2, Pearson 2 FG: 11-41 3-point FG:
3-18 1Bradley 2, Green) FT: 0-4
Wednesday night at the Rebounds, 17. Fouls. 17.
Events St. Mary (204) — Root 24. Toenzen
Regional Special
12, Avenli 8, Everson 7, Outlaw 2,
Center.
Rascne 2. Thompson 2 FG: 21-43 3The junior center tossed in a point
FG: 1-6 (rovonzen) FT 16-20
game-high 24 points and pulled Rebounds: 38. Fools:8
down 13 rebounds as the Lady
Vikings (20-9) overcame a minutes of play. A 19-9 St.
slow start to advance to Mary bulge completed the
Monday's semifinal round. scoring in the fourth quarter.
Abby Townzen followed
where they will meet Paducah
Roof
in the St. Mary order with
winner
a
62-45
Tilghman —
over Murray High in last 12 points. The lady Vikings
shot 21-of-43 from the floor,
night's second contest.
St. Mary led just 14-5 after while hitting just 1-of-6
one quarter of play, but took attempts from 3-point range.
control of the game in the sec- St. Mary made 16-of-20 free
ond period by outscoring the throw attempts.
Jennifer Bradley paced
Lady Comets (3-23) 12-2 to
Carlisle
with 10 points. The
take a commanding 26-7 lead
Lady
managed to hit
Comets
into the halftime break.
The Lady Vikings continued just 11-of-41 shots from inside
to pour it on in the third quarter, the 3-point arch, while knockusing a 14-9 edge in the frame ing down only 3-of-18 attempts
to build a 40-16 advantage from beyond the stripe. Carlisle
heading into the final eight shot only four free throws in
the contest, missing them all.

•••••••
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UK women to host WNIT game Walker
The Wildcats
win
ls
stea
advance to postfor Celtics
season play for
the first time
in six years
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
LEXINGTON, Ky. — It's
official. The Kentucky women's
basketball team will play host to
the first round of the 2005
Women's National Invitational
Memorial
in
Tournament
Coliseum, as announced by
WNIT officials Wednesday. The
Wildcats will meet an opponent,
to be determined after Selection
Sunday. The game will be
played either Thursday, March
17 or Friday. March 18 at 7 p.m.
ET. depending on the UK men's
basketball NCAA schedule.
Season-ticket holders has e
until Monday. March 14 at 4
p.m. ET to purchase their same
seats for the WNIT. Non-season
ticket holders may place orders
now for reserved seating.
However, seat assignments will
not be assigned until Tuesday.
March 15.
Single-game general admission tickets are available for $7
adults/$4 for UK students, senior citizens and children ages 18
and under. To purchase tickets
call the UK ticket office at 859257-1818 or 1-800-928-CATS
(2287). Ticket office hours are 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. ET MondayFriday.
The Wildcats (15-15) enter
the WNIT, an annual event for
women's NCAA Division I basketball involving 32 women's
Division I basketball teams in a
single-elimination format, by
virtue of their outstanding season attendance and having won
four games in the nation's premier women's basketball league.
the Southeastern Conference.
UK defeated nationally-ranked
Georgia on Jan. 13 and had four
conference games decided by
six points or less.
"We are extremely excited
about playing in the WNIT," UK
Coach Mickie DeMoss said.
"Our players are excited, cape-

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times photo
Potts (3) is leading the
Sara
guard
senior
Kentucky
Kentucky women's basketball program to its first post
season tournament for the first time in six years.
cially our seniors who will play shooter Sara Potts, who leads
in the postseason for the first the team in scoring with 14.0
time in their careers. We are points per game and ranks
really pleased to host the first among the SEC's best in threeround in Memorial Coliseum. point shooting. A trio of freshIt's a tribute to our great fan sup- men has seen regular action in
port. We have the best fans in the starting lineup. Samantha
the country and the WNIT has Mahoney. Sarah Elliott and
Chant& Bowman have started a
recognized that."
53 games in their
combined
Cats
the
In 15 home games,
are 18th in the nation in average rookie campaign and look to be
attendance, averaging a school the cornerstone of the UK
record 5,301 fans per game. UK Hoops rebuilding process.
This marks Kentucky's first
ranks third in the SEC in avereason appearance since
post-s
nationalbehind
attendance
age
the 1998-99 season when UK
ly-ranked Tennessee and LSU.
The Cats' roster features advanced to the second round of
three 'seniors, including sharp the NCAA Tournament

K-UP ON:
PRE-SEASON CHECna,
Scag
John Deere, Husqvar
Good thru March 15, 2005

All For Only

$4495
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

All For Only

$7995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Finng

All For Only

$9995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

All For Only

149°
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

,or At Additional Costs.)

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-3:00

Call me today for a FREE quote.

By The Associated Press
Antoine Walker used his
familiarity with the Atlanta
Hawks to heat them.
The Boston forward knocked
the ball away from former teammate Al Harrington with 35 seconds left and then fed Ricky
Davis for a clinching layup to
give the Celtics a 95-91 victory
over the Hawks on Wednesday
night.
"I just wanted to guard him,"
Walker said. "I know,from playing with him, some of his characteristics and what he likes to
do. I saw him putting the ball
out there and I just reached for
it."
After Paul Pierce gave
Boston an 88-87 lead with 53
seconds left, Harrington was
dribbling to the right of the
point. Walker lunged for the ball
and knocked it away, then corralled it before it went out of
bounds. He raced up the left side
ahead of Harrington before flipping it across the paint to Davis
for the basket that gave Boston
its biggest lead to that point, 9087.
"It was just a great play by
Antoine," Celtics coach Doc
Rivers said.

978.0355
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KFBmurray.com
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Basketball Association
Standings
All limes CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct GB
32 29.525
Boston
3
29 32 475
Philadelphia
27 35.435 5 1/2
New Jersey
26 34.433 5 1.,2
New York
6
26 35.426
Toronto
Southeast Division
W L Pct GB
46 16.742
Miami
33 26559111/2
Washington
14
31 29.517
Orlando
32
12 46.207
Charlotte
35
10 50.167
Atlanta •
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
—
37 22.627
Detroit
5
32 27 542
Cleveland
31 27.534 5 1/2
Chicago
30 305O0 71/2
Indiana
12
25 34 424
Milwaukee
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 111. Orlando 92
Golden State 104. Philadelphia 85
New York 93, Washington 83
Milwaukee 105, Atlanta 101
Minnesota 102. Charlotte 97
San Antonio 90, New Jersey 74
Indiana 89, Utah 83
Houston 97, Seattle 95
Sacrarnento 85, Memphis 82
LA. Clippers 110, L.A. Lakers 101
Wednesday's Games
Toronto 106, Orlando 96
Boston 95. Atlanta 91
Detroit 92. Golden State 88
New Jersey 86. New Orleans 85 OT
Phoenix 107, San Antonio 101
Chicago 97, Portland 84

National Basketball Association
Standbys
All Times CST
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W L Pc! GB
—
47 14.770
San Antonio
7
39 20.661
Dallas
35 25 58311 1/2
Houston
34 28.58712 1/2
Memphis
13 47 21733 1/2
New Orleans
Northwest Division
L Pct GB
W
—
41 18 695
Seattle
31 29 51710 1/2
Denver
11.
31 30.508
Minnesota
19
22 37.373
Portland
20 40.1-T/91 1/2
Utah
Pacific Division
L Pct GB
W
—
47 14.770
Phoenix
38 24.613 9 1/2
Sacramento
16
30 29.508
L A Lakers
20
27 34.443
L A Clippers
28
19 42.311
Golden State

Thursday's Games
Minnesota at Miami,6 p.m.
L.A. Leiters at Dallas. 830 p.m.
Friday's Game
Atlanta at Toronto, 6 pm
Golden State at Indiana, 6 p.m.
Charlotte at Philadelphia. 6 p.m.
Minnesota at Orlando,6 p.m.
Detroit at Boston, 6:30 p.m
Dallas at Milwaukee. 730 pm
Memphis at Utah. 8 p m
Houston at Phoenix. 8 pm
L.A. Clippers at Sacramento. 9 p m
Chicago at Seattle 9 30 pm

•Murray ...
From Page 1B
adding six steals and four
assists.
"Everybody knows how
good a player she is," said
Turner of Itiavkase. "She's the
glue that holds that team together. Everything she does, from
her rebounding and defense to
AP Photo
her ability to handle the ball,
Boston Celtics' Antoine
makes such a difference for
Walker reaches for a loose
them."
ball with Atlanta Hawks
Led by Itiavkase, Tilghman's
Josh Childress during the speed and depth on the bigger
third quarter in Boston .1kohigay; Swe ceiartetoo
Wednesday night. • • •
ted
much for a thin
Murray squad ,- which was play'
ing with a few ailments.
"Katie Garland has mono,
and Lisa Thurman still has some
soreness in her knees," claimed

Turner. "It's tough with
us using just six players and 1"
them being a little deeper. We I
got tired and we were physically
1
down, but we battled as hard and "
as long as we could."
Thurman — one of four
MHS seniors who played her 1."
final game in a black and gold
uniform — paced the Lady
Tigers with 12 points. Murray
was just 16-of-55 shooting from .5
the floor, including a dismal 1 of-13 from 53-point range. MHS
1
I was just'f2-of-2 from the char- '
ity stripe.
Tilghman hit 25-of-73 shots.
including 2-of-l2 from beyond
the arc. The Lady Tornado made
just 10-of-23 free throw
auempts.

with an RBI and two, runs
Staff Report
scored. Center fielder Tyler
Murray Ledger & Times
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — The Pittman was 1-for-4 with a twoMurray State Thoroughbreds run double in the ninth inning. ,1
Junior left-hander Jake
kept up their solid early-season
play on Wednesday, finishing Ociesa (2-0) won his second
off a two-game sweep of home- consecutive start.
The 'Breds now return home
standing Arkansas-Little Rock
with a 6-0 win at Gary Hogan to play a three-game series .
5 1,
against visiting Akron this:
Field.
AP Photo
The 'B reds scored one run weekend at Reagan Field.
Chicago Cubs pitcher Kerry Wood winds up against each in the first and second
more in the eighth
Texas Rangers batter Alfonso Soriano in the first inning innings, one
ninth to win for
the
in
three
and
Wednesday in Mesa, Ariz.
the second straight game and for
the sixth time in their last seven
outings.
MSU's 9-4 record marks its
best start after 13 games since
TV, radio
going 10-3 to begin the 2001
GOLF
season.
3 p.m.
Designated hitter Char Ebert
USA — PGA Tour, The Honda Classic,
paced Murray's eight-hit attack
first round. at Palm Beach Gardens,
Fla
by going 3-for-3 at the plate
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
trainer. He called his exit from
By The Associated Press
1 p.m.
ary."
"precaution
game
the
Rather than risking serious
ESPN — Big Ten Conference. first
"The inning before, I felt
round. at Chicago
injury, Kerry Wood figured it
ESPN2 — Big East Conference. quarwas safer to cut short his start tightness in the shoulder," Wood
terfinal, at New York
great."
felt
g
"Everythin
said.
in
tightness
g
experiencin
after
2 p.m.
Wood missed the entire 1999
FSN — Pacific-10 Conference, quarhis shoulder. Wood felt tightness
terfinal, at Los Angeles
during the second inning of the season after undergoing Tommy
4 p.m.
Chicago Cubs' 6-5 loss to the John surgery and he was out for
ESPN2 — Big Ten Conference. first
tenwith
year
last
months
two
Chicago
the
at
round.
finished
Texas Rangers, but
4:30 p.m.
inning. He stopped while warm- dinitis in his right triceps. Wood Special to the Ledger
FSN — Pacific-10 Conference quar—
a
by
Tenn.
DAM,
Wednesday
PICKWICK
examined
was
ing up for the third and walked
terfinal. at Los Angeles
6 p.m.
off the field after talking with a team doctor and Cubs trainer Junior Kyle Shirley was the coESPN — Atlantic Coast Conference.
Mark O'Neal, who described the titlist at the Grover Page Classic
first round. at Washington
ailment as "generic shoulder as the Racer golf team finished
ESPN2 — Big East Conference, quarearlievent
10-team
the
in
third
tightness."
terfinal, at New York
8 p.m.
Wood said he would be able er this week at the Pickwick
ESPN2 — Big East Conference, quarWI • MIN IN • et - a Course.
start
Golf
Park
scheduled
State
to make his
terfinal. at New York
• me • ea am • al • at
FSN — Pacific-10 Conference. quarShirley, who was named the
Monday against the Chicago
terfinal. at Los Angeles
Ohio Valley Conference Men's
White Sox.
10:30 p.m.
•Rick Ankiel decided trying Golfer of the Week for his
FSN — Pacific-10 Conference, quarof
terfinal. at Los Angeles
to make it back to the majors as efforts, shared the best score
11 p.m.
a pitcher was too taxing psycho- the 67-golfer meet with an evenESPN2 — Mountain West Conference.
logically, so he'll try to hit his par 216. Shirley opened the first
Denver
at
quarterfinal,
MOTORSPORTS
way onto the St. Louis round with a 75, but came back
2 p.m.
Cardinals' roster as an outfield- with a 70 in the second round
SPEED — Daytona Bike Week. at
third.
the
71
a
in
and
er.
View Our
Daytona Beach. Fla.
NBA
Orsdna pb boson Senior
Ankiel stunned the Cardinals
Entire Inventory at
8 p.m.
on Wednesday when he turned Lady Racer golfer Nikki
TNT — Minnesota at Mismi
•
www.
his back on a once-promising Orazine was named thhe OVC's
11:30 pea.
TNT — L.A. Lakere at Debas
by Women's Golfer of the Week for
bennettmotorsinc pitching career derailed
her performance in the Big
injuries and record wildness.
Locally
.com
"The frustration that built up, River Telephone Classic earlier
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
erodreally
was
this
it
week.
like
it seems
5:50 p.m.
WN8S, 1340 AM — Fulton County vs.
The Paducah native finished
ing my spirit and starting to
Memorial girls at Fir* Region
affect my personality off the with a two-round score of 156, Ballard
'
Tournament
field," Ankiel said in Jupiter, marking the second time in as
7:48 p.m.
WN8S, 1340 AM — Mwshall County
Fla. "It just became apparent many tournaments that she has
VS
Heath
girls
at First Region
that it was time for me to move posted a tourney-best score.•
Tournament

Wood: Nothing to be
uptight about; Ankiel
quits from pitching

Shirley,
Orazine get
01/C honors

Bennett
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Rather signs off at CBS
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By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — To the
end of his career as CBS News
anchor, Dan Rather stared down
his critics.
Rather ended his final broadLast at the "CBS Evening News"
on Wednesday with the message
he was once ridiculed for offering: "courage."
The 73-year-old Texan has
covered a breathtaking array of
stories in more than 40 years at
CBS,from the Kennedy assassination to the tsunami, and was
the network's most visible face
for the past 24 years. He
replaced Walter Cronkite on the
evening news on March 9, 1981
Bob Schieffer is Rather's
temporary replacement starting
Thursday. CBS expects to name
a permanent anchor team to succeed Rather in the coming
months.
He was the second of the
three men who dominated network news for more than two
decades to step down in four
months. NBC's Tom Brokaw
exited in November, leaving
ABC's Peter Jennings remaining
at "World News Tonight."
His voice slightly hoarse,
Rather was all business for the
first 20 minutes of Wednesday's
broadcast. He didn't mention the
special day, and neither did correspondents John Roberts or
Anthony Mason when they
threw stories back to him.
Then Rather looked back on
what he called the most important story of his career — the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. He
opened the news that evening by
saying, "you will remember this
day as long as you live."
He thanked viewers at the
end of Wednesday's newscast,
then mentioned Sept. 11 survivors, tsunami survivors, the
the
military,
American
oppressed, the sick and fellow
journalists in dangerous places.
"And, to each of you," he
said. "Courage."
He seemed to savor each
word of his signoff: "For the
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Dan Rather anchors his last CBS Evening News broadcast from the CBS Broadcast Center in New York on
Wednesday. Rather began anchoring on March 9, 1981
During his 24 years in the job, Rather has interviewed
every U.S. President, traveled to more than 35 countries,
and won numerous awards.
'CBS Evening News,' Dan kind of reporter are you if you
don't press the question?"
Rather reporting. Good night."
Rather wants most to be
er
Septemb
For a week in
1986, Rather ended the news remembered as a reporter and
with the word "courage." He even after 24 years as anchor,
gave it up after being mocked never seemed to fully embrace
for it, and the incident joined the that role.
He said he's not retiring, but
list of oddities that bedeviled the
newsman changing jobs. He will be a
tightly-wound
reporter for CBS's "60 Minutes"
career.
his
throughout
Its use two decades later broadcasts.
"I have my weaknesses," he
seemed almost an act of defiance for a man who has taken said in the prime-time special.
some body blows recently: con- "I've made my mistakes. But the
sistent and distant third-place one mistake I've tried hard not
showings in the rankings, public to make is to say, OK. I know
criticism from predecessor which way the wind is blowing
Cronkite and the exultation of and I'm going to tilt my reportcritics who have long accused ing to fit that.
"Ain't gonna do it," he said.
him of a bias against
. Don't. Won't."
"Haven't
of
much
drew
He
Republicans.
While his critics seemed to
the public blame for last fall's
discredited story about President dominate the end stages of his
anchor career, Rather regularly
Bush's military service.
had more than 7 million viewers
of
some
d
Rather addresse
during who,watched him each night.
critics
those
Marian MacNeil of Windsor.
Wednesday's prime-time look
Calif., said she watched Rather
back on his career.
-One way a reporter in this regularly and admired him.
"I feel terrible the way he's
country should be judged is how
treated now," MacNeil
being
often, how well he or she stands
think they're smearing a
"1
said.
e,"
intimidat
to
pressure
up to the
he said. "Be respectful, be good reputation and overshad
he's
hope
I
years.
50
his
owing
Just
.
question
the
polite, but ask
ask the damn question. What able to rise above this."

CHEYENNE, Wyo.(AP) —
Chris LeDoux, a world champion bareback rider who parlayed
songs about
cowboys he
knew on the
rodeo circuit
into a successful
country
music
career, died
Wed,tesday
from', comLeDoux
plications of
liver cancer. He was 56.
LeDoux died Wednesday in
Casper, according to Judy
McDonough, spokeswoman for
Capitol Nashville, LeDoux's
recording company.
He had checked into the hospital this week following complications from his cancer and
was with family and friends at
the time of his death.
"All of us at Capitol Records
and EMI Music are saddened at
the passing of Chris," said
Capitol Nashville President and
CEO Mike Dungan. "In a world
of egos and soundalikes, he was
a unique artist and a wonderful
man. We have always been
proud to represent his music,
and honored to call him our
friend."
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NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

LEGAL NOTICE

Ain) informal final
of
settlement
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Marion C. Owens
and Beulah M.
Owens of the Estate
D.
Charles
of
Owens, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
the
in
filed
Calloway County
District Court on or
before the hearing,
which is set on
3/21/05 at 11:00
a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

The follo-sing estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been
made in the Calloway
District
County
Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with
the fiduciary within
six months of the
date of qualification.

LEGAL NOTICE

iun proposed final
of
settlement
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
K.
Brenda
Edwards,
Administratrix of
of
Estate
the
Gregg
William
Edwards, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
the
in
filed
Calloway County
District Court on or
before the hearing,
which is set on
8/21/05 at 11:00
a.m.
Vicki Wilson
G&C Storage, 119
Main. has taken possession of Unit #14,
#16. #56 and will sell
contents 3-12-05 at
10 00
TAKING bids on mowing of church yard at
Baptist
Ledbetter
Church. Bids must be
in by March 25th. Call
753-7930 or 293-1761
Nodes
A soccer tryout will be
held for the U-12 boys
traveling team. The try
out will held this Friday
(3-11) 0 Bee Creek.
Applicants must be current M.C.C.S A. members. If interested call
227-0309
Specials
DAILY
Sandra Ds 94 East
293-3816

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
11111111MIMM11111111111

Classifieds

Office
Open
7:30am -5
Pm
Mon- Fri
To
place
your ad
call
7531916

Lana
Nolke

Lime
Notice

Estate of: Anthoni
Haynes, Henry Co.
TN; Case #05-PFiduciary:
00051;
Patricia Lea Booker,
2260 Woods Valley
Cumberland
Rd.,
Furnace, TN 37051:
Appointed: February
21, 2005; Attorney: C.
Mark Blankenship,
309 North 4th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
Estate of: Estelle
Robertson, 102 South
10th Street, Murray,
KY 42071; Case #05CoP-00057;
Lois
Fiduciary:
Elkins, 3325 Kirk
Ridge Road, Murray,
KY. 42071; CoFiduciary: Herchell
Robertson, 114 Coles
Campground Road,
Murray, KY 42071;
Greg
Attorney:
Taylor, 105 North 6th
Street, Murray, KY
42071.
Estate of: Fred N.
Durbin, 1315 Main
Street, Murray, KY
42071; Case #05-PFiduciary:
00049;
Durbin,
Stephen
1315 Main Street,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: February
28, 2005; Attorney:
Gerald Bell, 211
South 12th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
Estate of: Ortis D.
Fern
Guthrie,
Lodge,
Terrace
Murray, KY 42071;
Case #05-P-00056;
Fiduciary: Janet L.
Manning, 1410 St.
North,
Rt. 121
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: February
28, 2005; Attorney:
Stephen C. Sanders,
204B South 6th
Street, Murray, KY
42071.
Estate of: Wayne Carl
Minson, 647 Osborne
Rd., Murray, KY
42071; Case #05-P00055; Fudiciary:
Carla Smith, 216
Jone Street, Puryear,
TN 38251; Appointed:
February 28, 2005;
Attorney: Trevor H.
Coleman, 408 Main
Street. Murray, KY
42071
Estate of: Velma
Todd,
Kathleen
MCCH, Murray, KY
42071; Case #05-P00050; Fiduciary:
Kay W. Ray, 1603
Kirkwood, Murray,
KY 42071;Appointed:
February 21, 2005;
Attorney: John A.
Gregory Jr., 204
South 6th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.

n

ORDINANCE — Chapter 52
Animals — Revised as of February 22, 2005

Pursuant to KRS 83A.060191, and in accord with KRS Chapter
424, the following summary of the above proposed ordinance is
offered for public review by and through TREVOR H. COLEMAN, attorney for the city of Hazel, Kentucky:
A. The title of the ordinance is: CHAPTER 52- Animals.
B. The main points of said ordinance are as follows:
a. lb repeal in full the existing Chapter 52 of the City of
Hazel Code of Ordinance and to supplant same with the
revised ordinance;

c. Within the revised ordinance, specifications for an Animal
Control Officer, vehicle confinement of animals, "fighting
animals", injury to animals, deprivation of animals, noise
caused by animals,shelter of animals, resistance ofAnimal
Control Officer, right of entry of Animal Control Officer,
restraint of animals, sanitation measures for animals,
impoundment of animals for violation, treatment of
"vicious dogs", abandonment of animals, poisoning of
animals, possession of substances, protective care of
animals by Animal Control Officer, research and medical
use of animals, and sale or gift of animals; and,

Check us out4
on the Web!

The family of Bill Cullop
We wish to express our heartfelt thanks
for the excellent care given to Bill by Dr.
Ahmadi & staff Dr. Crouch & staff and
Dr. Giese & staff
Also thanks to Hospice staff.for the
excellent care given to Bill. They are a
wonderful group.
Thanks to all ourfriends and neighbors
for the visits,flowers, cards, prayers and
food.
Thanks to Bro. Randy McClure & Bro.
Brett Miles for the beautiful comforting
words expressed at Bill's service.
Thanks to York Funeral Home for the
excellent service, they were so helpful to

oftit

us.
Thanks to Dexter Baptist Church for
the delicious meat served following Bill's
settice.
s
Thanks to the members of Murray
Police Dept. & Larry Elkins for serving
as Honorary Pallbearers.

Jr
7

. Thanks to eperyone,
Wife- Jean, Kim, Jeff C., Billy, David,
Jeff L., Rhonda & Juanita

ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTY:
a. The provisions of this Ordinance shall be enforced by
citation.
b. Any person who violates any provision of this Ordinance
shall be subject to the following civil fines.
First offense: $50.00
Second offense: $250.00
Third offense: $500.00

I hereby certify that I have prepared the above and foregoing
summary of an ordinance is response to a request by the City
Council of Hazel, Kentucky, acting through its Mayor, Harold
Pittman, and that same was prepared in accord with KRS
83A.060(9), and its sub-parts; and KRS Chapter 424; and that at
present I am a duly licensed attorney, authorized to practice law
in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
This 3rd day of March, 2005.
Trevor H. Coleman
Attorney for the City of Hazel, Kentucky

Noiel

March Madness Sale
In the Shops & Malls of
The Hazel, KY Antique District
During the entire month of March.
Featuring savings up to 60% OFF.
Charlie's Antique Mall * Comer Shoppe
Heart of Hazel * Horse's Mouth
Memory Lane * Tooter's Antique Mall
State Line Western World * Willow Tree
La Cocina Mexican Restaurant

Information 270-492-8646

tt It it .Ill orrail..11 1. r.. II III
ligetad Fame
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Hers at the
Lsd9sr & Times.

CaH 753-1916

AVON representative
needed. Work your
own hours. Up to 50%
commission. For interview, call Glenda. 1800-866-2243
Cafe
Apple
BIG
kitchen help needed
Apply in person. 1005
Arcadia Circle
Days Inn Now hiring
Apply in person only
517 S. 12th Street.
Murray.
DEPENDABLE servers
and kitchen help wanted for Cypress Springs
Resort. Call for appt
270-436-5496

DRIVERS NEEDED
COMPETITIVE
HOME
WAGES
LOST: $250 Reward. WEEKENDS. BENEGerman
Jumbo
FITS. MUST HAVE
Shepherd. Black/tan CLASS A CDL WITH
male. Last seen 3/4/05 MINIMUM 3 YEARS
on Calloway County OTR EXPERIENCE
line. No questions
DRIVING
CLEAN
Home: 270-436-4496, RECORD. (800)468ceN: 618-638-3501
6087

We are seeking energetic individuals interested in working 20 to 30 hours per week.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employs
offering flexible hours with above average lay package. Please send your resume
or come by our office to complete an appli-

cation.
MSCB,Inc
ATTN: Human Resources
P.O. Box 1567
1410 Industrial Drive
Paris, TN 38242
PATIENT CARE
COORDINATORS
RESPIRATORY THERAPIST &
BIOMEDICAL SERVICE
TECHNICIANS

Sleep Central needs Biomedical
Service Technicians, Respiratory
Care
Patient
and
Therapist
KY.
Murray,
in
Coordinators

Clay Campbell's
Opry Barn
Draffenville

Here at Sleep Central, a Rotech
Company, our Biomedical Service
Technicians enjoy the opportunity to
work with some of the nation's most
advanced home medical equipment

Call For Tickets
(270)527-3869

and service.
060

060

lidip Wonted

Help Wonted

Adecco
THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE
Adecco will be at the Murray Unemployment
Office (1200 Johnson B I vd.) on Thursday.
March 10th from 8:30 am to 4 pm taking appli-

CERTIFICATE

ARE YOU A COLLEGE
STUDENT NEEDING A
PART TIME JOB?

We are looking for hardworking, ambr
tious individuals. As a fast growing
company, we need those who are eager
to learn and ready to beconnartil006f4
•
dynamic team.

C. The revised ordinance shall not hinder nor affect any existing
suit or proceeding of any type initiated in reliance upon an
existing ordinance or law that is filed as of the date the
revised ordinance is adopted and ratified.
D. The full text of each section of the proposed ordinance that
imposes fines, penalties, forfeitures, taxes, or fees will read
as follows:

ARE YOU CURRENTLY
EMPLOYED AND NEED
111
ADDITIONAL INCOME?

AT ROTECH HEALTHCARE INC,
WE BELIEVE IN PATIENT CARE!

d. A complete listing of applicable fines and penalties for
violations of the ordinance will be noted.

em/ Found

FOUND. female Pitbull
mix (7) near Coon
Club. Approximately 8
months old. Cali 3548815

i

b. Within the revised ordinance, a series of definitions will be
offered for virtually every aspect of the ownership of
animals within the city limits of Hazel, Kentucky,
including, but not limited to ownership, care, confinement,
injuries, cruelty, license/tags, etc. The ordinance shall not
be limited to any specific type of animal and shall be all
encompassing;

CARD OF THANKS

i

cations for temporary positions at Briggs and
Stratton in Murray. 1st and 3rd shifts available.
Pay: $7.00 - 7.95 per hour. Please bring documentation to prove identity and legal right to
work in the U.S.
If you have any questions, please call

1-800-403-9970.
EOE • M/F/D/V
Drivers Wanted:
Looking for serious individuals who arc interested in con
inhume to building a positive team spoil, puts success of
tearn AIN ve ,i,n interests, are able to follow policies and proedure,I.. .upport organizauon's goals and values. CDL
required SI u‘i be abk to write simple correspondence, record
mileage and fuel consumption. Must have ability to apply
ommon ,er.se understanding to carry out written or oral
inNtructmmi asi.ertive and looks for ways to Improve and promoo qualitv demonstrates accuracy and thoroughness, persist
ellir and overcomes obstacles: measure self against standard
of excel km.e Individual who is able to meet productivity standards and completes work in a timely manner, following
inviruction,and responds to management direction and takes
!for own actions.
responsihilio
Benefits
'Full henefit package in.
.401K
'Paid Wation
•Fionus Potential

dental and es i

An,

P.O. Box 7003
KY 430118
e Calk eocepeed.

=M

GlenDi Inc.
3015 E 200 N
Rochester, Indiana 46975
Since 1986
Hiring Owner Operators
In Murray, KY.
Pay $.95 per mile
2500 to 3200 miles per week

Stop pay + fuel surcharge
$250.00 Quarterly safety bonus
Contact; the Murray, KY. Office
1-888-459-5540
Between the hours of
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday

Murray Ledger &
Times
Classifieds

As a Biomedical Service Technician
with Sleep Central, you will work with
Invasive Ventilators, Infant Apnea
Monitors, CPAP, and BiLevel equipment. Ideal candidates will have an
Associates Degree in Eledtronics, be
self-motivated, energetic, and detailoriented individuals.
* Competitive Salary *
Comprehensive Benefits including
40IK * No On-Call Requirements
Come be a part of an exciting opportunity. Put yourself in the right place,
doing the right work for all the right
reasons and contact us today.
Send resumes to: Sleep Central
104 Max Hurt Drive
Murray, KY 42071
No Walk-In Applications
We are an Equal Opportunity
Employer - Affirmative Action
1.1

OPHTHALMIC ASSISTA
Jackson Purchase Medical Center's
Medical Offices has an opening for a
Assistant.
part-time
Ophthalmic
Optical experience a plus. Salary commensurate with experience. To apply
submit resume and two references to
Jackson Purchase Medical Center's
Human Resource Department,
Medical Center Circle, Mayfield, KY'
42066

loq

811Msd
DRIVERS
wanted
Must be at least 23
years old Must have 2
years
experience
Flatbed or van Horne
most weekends. 270382-2277
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9ern-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

wk.
OPENINGS now and it
90 days - Software fill
Custonl,
seeking
Technical Supped 418
w/ great phone & 064,
outer skills. Health
s
18 paid days ott/
4
retirement plan.
resume to gale°
powerclaim.corn
Roses
Hawkins
406 N. 4th St., Murrai
KY 42071
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CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Opening Soon! Newly Constructed!

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
PUBLIC RELATIONS POSITION

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633

1750 Lowe/ Drive Murray. KY 42071
I, 2, & 3 bedrooms available
• Free Cable (Dqcounied mime & phew leis with E-Teli
• Washer/Dryer Provided • Large specious units
• Fully equipped electric kitchen includes Range,
Refrigerator. DisSweiher/Dispoi.al
• Carpet/Ceramic Theilieaghoisi
• Ceetral ticar/Air•Outride low•&orgy Efficient

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

•Onvers Measure Your
Success in 'Dollars per
check, *Are you ready for mile- Not Cents! Do you
One
order,
'One
The Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation Department is
aluminum
BUYING
training?
One smart move! Same career
own your truck') Dont
recruiting for a part-time public relations position to develop a program to
cans and other aluDraughons Jr. Collegeby
money
and
time
haul another load for
promote the Park and to enhance partnerships with community, public, and
minum. Key Auto Parts
making one call to place Hopkinsville Learning less than $1 per mileprivate agencies.
753-5562
a 25-word classified in Site 2410 Ft. Campbell that's what you average
Ste.
Affordable rents - Some restrictions apply
for
paid
71 Kentucky newspa- Blvd.,
CASH
with a base of 90cpm
Essential Duties and Responsibilities are as follows:
Call Joy for details... 270.162.1044
pers for only $225. For Hoplonsville, KY 42240 plus a profitable fuel
good, used guns
dept
TTY0 800-648-6056
1 Plans and coordinates activities with other community agencies,
more information, con- 888-356-5000
Receive
Benson Sporting
surcharge!
classified 19666
the
tact
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
service groups and pnvate agencies.
your earnings each
Murray.
department of this *Earn Degree Online Thursday
through
1 Prepares and distributes fact sheets, flyers, brochures and
newspaper or call KPS from home 'Business weekly settlements with
media releases.
ahar Seel
Horns Finial.
1-502-223-8821
"Paralegal 'Computers fuel deduction, choose
Dessralnpa and maintains MCCPR WebPage.
GOOD used upright
or
Job placement assis- direct
deposit
for
available
apts
38R
0Plans broadcast coverage of events.
recliners,
AUCTIONS
2 rocker
freezer, also good used
immediate occupancy. *Government Auction- tance. Computer and Comdata to receive
CI Develops special projects for public awareness
$75
green,
country
range/oven
electric
financial aid if qualify your funds We'll cover
Couch/chair Please call 753-8221
Cl Recruits volunteers and sponsors for community events.
520 acres in Columbia, 8 6 6 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
753-4573. each.
Phone
the cost of plates, pergood
All
$150
multi,
Cl Prepares grant proposals and seeks private and public partnerships.
4 bedroom house. 1, 2, SC area- Horse training www.tidewatertechonplease leave message
mits. tolls scales and
condition light oak cor- 3 apts. 753-1252 or facility
other
and
line.com
lurnpers, plus we offer
USED carpeting, elecner china cabinet, 753-0606
Education and experience required include a Bachelor's degree (or within
March
Date.
acreage.
significant discounts on
tnc baseboard heaters. excellent
condition,
MISCELLANEOUS
two semesters 4 completion) and experience in marketing, public relaVisa
2005.
nice 2BR, 24,
Extremeiy
and maintenance.
tires
condiair
refrigerators,
436-5412
$150.
tions or related area with a keen interest in the development of recreationwww.ustreas.gov/auc• *Free 4-room DIRECTV
2BA. Large living room,
voluntary
tioners, stoves, washfurther System including stan- Complete
for
al programs and public park systems. Excellent computer skills and abilitions/irs
nice dining area, nice
benefits and maintedoors
dryers,
ers
and
are
nec3
and
Illustrator
as
Ptiotoshop
Adobe
&Gordo
installation
e
such
dard
ty to learn the programs
kitchen with double details
nance escrow are availand storm windows
months free 50+ premi-essary.
BUSINESS
door refngerator with
able. And there's no
753-4109
to
Access
channels.
um
2003 Scag Deluxe 61
OPPORTUNMES
ice maker and water.
forced dispatch! This
225 channels!
Pay commensurate with education and experience. Average 20 hours per
WANT to buy junk cars, in cut 300H, $7,500
Smooth top range, car- -Log Home Dealers over
incredible partnership
S&H,
offer
8
week. Benefits include flexible hours and opportunity for creativit)
trucks, and tractors. 270-345-243
port, and extra storage Wanted Great earnings Limited time
doesn't
opportunity
apply 1436-5235
room Garbage dispos- potential, excellent prof- restrictions
"cents" it makes
make
800-208-4617
Resumes must be received by March 17, 2005.
al, washer/dryer fur- its, protected territory,
"Sense!' We know the
WANT to buy Junk Car
SPORTING/SPORTUnder priced at lifetime
nished.
business inside and out.
warranty.
and Trucks Cali (270)
ING GOODS
4 Scaffold wagons
$550. 759-3772
Send resume to:
we help our conand
MadeAmerican
or
293-6199
474-2540
$1,000 759-5241 o
partners
Call •CHERRY BLOSSOM tracting
Murray-Calloway County Park
View Honest value
FORREST
Six days a week
293-7535
Log GOLF AND COUNTRY achieve financial sucBoone
Attn: Brad Steele, Park Director
Apartments 1213 N. Daniel
WANT used garden
Georgetown. cess. Call us now! 116th St., now accepting Homes 1-888-443-4140 CLUB.
900 Payne Street, Murray, KY 42071
tiller also Irish Cobbler
voted us 800-2JB-HUNT EOE
Digest
Golf
br
1
for
applications
BUSINESS
Potato Seed. Call 293best places to play Subject to .d/s, 3 mos
starting at $330/month, PROPERTY TO RENT
0500 8AM-12 noon.
Buccanee
1998
2004! Join us for your exp req
2br townhouses, basic
office
round/outing. *Driversdeluxe 16x80 3BR 2 rent 5360/ month. Call •Professional
next
Online
OR Technologist/First Assist
WANTED: riding mowspace for rent in Special
Membership Transport
bath, very clean home. 753-1970.
40emile
Leave
ers that need work.
US
off
Just
Frankfort.
502-570- Now! Guaranteed home
set up & delivered
available
Message.
Lourdes is searching for an experienced Cardiovascular/First Assist
436-2867
1-64.
near
127
(270)489$21,500
9849!
weekends, 2,600 miles
position.
evening
full-time
a
to
fill
OR Technologist
700
UVE Oak Apts.
Approximately
2525
PLUS weekly, low cost
TRUCK DRIVERS
Newly Remodeled
feet on second
square
Areells
insurance 1 yr experiHELP WANTED
4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
Sign on bonus available, based upon level of experience!
1BR $29000
floor, pnvaie bath, closFor Saki
ence wwnv onlinetransDOUBLEWIDE ON 6
2BR $340.00
ets. $600 per month, *55 Driver Trainees
port.com 866-543-1234
IN
ACRES
3BR $425 00
includes water/sewer, Needed! Learn to dnve
Lourdes Surgery department offers a progressive "pay for skills" pro2 NCAA Tournamen
x 103
SVILLEI
McLEMORE
in
502special
deposit
America
Call
gas
Transport
$100
for
electric,
3
level,
Lower
gram along with a competitive salary and benefits package.
tickets.
731-584now!!!
Owner
Call
*Drivers
No
applicants.
TAT!
for
at
qualified
223-8821
15 days
sessions, total of 6
Wanted'
needed! Operators
Office hours 8-2
experience
games at Gaylord 9429
Come join our Pharmaceutical Care Team!
BUSINESS
Mon-Fn
Good pay & benefits 1- Been rejected by other
Entertainment Center
SPECLOSEOUT
SERVICES
companies? Give us a
Call today for appoint866-244-3644
in Nashville. $600. 492Are you looking for the ideal place where your career can reach new
CIALS, MUST SEE TO
*Attention
call! T&T Dedicated
ment
8514, leave message.
BELIEVE! Don't miss
Training!
CDL-A
heights? Are you tired of the hustle-bustle, high volume, high stress
'Area
Homeowners: Display
1-800-511Carriers.
753-8221
us
let
and
behind
stress
that
by
all
leave
Come
Then
deals!
call
have?
these
asst,
Job placement
position you curremly
homes wanted for vinyl
BRAND new Gibson
0082
seeking
is
in
Clayton Homes
today to see it you qualmake you a part of our outstanding pharmacy team. Lourdes
NEW 2BR, 213A, never siding, windows, roofs.
guitar, $250. Call 767Camden today! 731- lived in. Close to cam- Easy credit terms. No
ity for state paid train- •O/Op and Company
a full-time staff pharmacist. Enjoy a great work environment, compet9332 or 293-0030
Drivers Wanted! Come
5844429
and payments until Summer ing. 800-398-9908
Water
pus.
itive salary, flexible schedule and an array of attractive benefits. You
leave a msg. Coffee
drive for the best. WE
included.
garbage
worked hard for your degree, so let an exciting career in Lourdes' pharTeam
&
$99
at
Solo
Starting
2005
A
16x80
•CDL
end
Spiral
2
'93
&
NICE
oak table
best pay.
Drivers. have the
macy allow you to use and expand your pharmaceutical knowledge.
Company
mobile home. 38R, &SOO a month. 753- month. Call 1-800-251tables also for sale.
and employees
freight,
759-1509
days.
2225
Owner Operators. and
0843
2BA. $16,000. 227$175. 767-9332
Call today! 888-296evenings.
School Graduates! NO
Qualified candidates can apply online at: www lourdes-pad org or sub8539
EQUIPMENT
0330
DIRECTV
to
Pay
references
New
professional
Coast,
with
three
East
resume
mit a
FOR SALE
PANORAMA Shores, NEW 3BR, 2BA duplex,
Get a 4-room Satellite
Benefits, *Regional? Turn Here!
Package, .
Lourdes Human Resources Department
Call
pnvate day area & boat $700 per month
$2,695 *Sawmillsinstalled
free.
system
Call National Excellent opportunities
Bonuses!
1530 Lone Oak Rd.
293-5423
ramp, 1989 14x70, 3
&
LumberMate-2000
free. Take Total Choice
Distributors Leasing 1- and benefits for compaPaducah, KY 42003
NICE 1 BR, 1 bath. LumberLite- 24 . 877L334-9677
per mo. bedroom, 2 bath, fully
$45.99
for
Plus
ny drivers! Miles 4.5
Fax:(2701444-2976
sea(used
1
C/H/A, w/d hook-up,
Norwood Industhes also
& get HBO. Cinemax. furnished
required' XM
CDL
Covenant
Email: krainbolt@lourdes-pad.org
•Driversonally only), 2 large
1/2 blocks from MSU
manufactures utility AN
Showtime & Starz free
Radio! 800-CFI-DRIVE
pay
Excellent
lots, out building & car- $285 per month and attachments, log skid- Transport.
ext.
for 3 months. Call
(800-234-3748
EOE
port. Nice building spot! dep, ref required.No ders, portable board & Benefits for expen- 1515)
Or
Beasley Antenna &
$38,500
pets. 759-3050 ABH edgers and forestry °need drivers, 0/0, WWW.CtiOnvO.COM
Satellite for More into 436-2388.
et
Teems'
Solos.
rno
wwed.
.
OBO
equipment
753,3949 Daytime.
759-0901. . a"
a41 ..,06;i•
Students. •—Star Transport Needs
woodindustries.com- Graduate
REPO'S! Singlewides
NOW LEASING
Bonuses Paid weekly. inexperienced drivers
1-800Free
information:
Doublewides!
ELECTRIC
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
Opportunity Home most weekends.
Equal
578-1363 ext.300N
Land/home packages
We accept Section
WHEELCHAIRS
Employer. 888-MORE- Peterbilt trucks. shared
FINANCIAL
available! Call 7318 vouchers
tuition. Good starting
PAY (888-667-3729)
Attn. INdiears.
584-9429
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts. •$$ As seen on TV.
and lodging
& Private Insurance
New pay. Food
0/0s•Driver902 Northwood Dr
Cash now for your Fleet! Choose load/ provided . 1 -800-455Recipients. Now Available
SHOWMODEL
Monday,
future Settlement and hometime.
for those who have =bah
Reduction Sale
$2500 4682
Wednesday, Friday.
payments.
lottery
restrictions that
Several Preowned
Company *What does our PAY
SIGN-ON!
Phone 759-4984
www.ppicash.com Don't Driver- up to 44cpm, RAISE mean to YOU?
homes to choose from
clualfY.
DID YOU AVERAGE MIS PER MILE IN THE FIRST SIX MONTHS
Equal Housing
wait for your $$$ Call home weekly, top UP! Compare what you
Free ink. packet
Keith Baker Homes,
OF 2004? OUR DRIVERS DID! FULL BENEFITS, EXPERIENCED
Opportunity
CITY.
Partners
CALVERT
Prosperity
&
RO
OWENSBO
644-0012
IN
(731)
1,9004254336
Pans
OPENINGS
ONLY.
DRIVERS
OH orientation! Boyd make to what you CAN
TDD 41-800-648-6056 (800)509-1607
QUALITY CARRIERS
800-533-3568
800-543-8923 make' 1 year experiBros
(800)328-2657
APTS.
OAKS
RED
ence= $52,000/year
Immediate
m
•$$CASHS$
boydbros.co
WNW.
Trade
Market
2
FLEA
TALK TO GEORGE AT EXT. 210 OR JEFF AT EXT. 206
experience?
Special
cash for structured set- •Driver. Over the road, More
Day. Every Saturday
$100 Deposit
tlements. annuities, law 35 states. Flat w/sides, $6 0.0 00: year
SAM-4PM. Old Sedalia
More?
1BR From $280
inheritances, late model convention- $70.000/year
suits,
High School, Sedalia, 2BR, $275 753-6012
1Express
$325
From
Heartland
2BR
cash
&
notes
mortgage
rent.
for
Wailed
KY. Booths
els. 3 years experience.
3 bedroom, 2 bath trailCall Today!
flows. JG Wentworth $2,000 sign on bonus 8 0 0 - 4 4 1 - 4 9 5 3
WWW.oldsedallaschool
Day: 436-5051,
www.heartlandex*753-8668.
SPORTSMAN'S corn (270)247-8563, er
et . 1-800-794-7310
GREEN Acres Health
Start .3442-.38e mile +
Now Hiring
Night. 436-5277
press.com
ANCHOR RESORT & (270)247-8085
2br,
E
Care is currentty hihng
(800)444HEALTHCAR
VERY roomy.
benefits. Call
Apply in person only.
MARINA, Hwy. 68 at
for the following posiVERY nice 16x80, 2 bath, garage, C/H/A, .Family Health Care w/ 6648
Holiday Inn Express
FREE
Jonathan Creek, hinng
38R, 2BA. All applitions: RN-LPN, weekAll appliances, 1 year Prescription
Hwy 641 N. Murray
Plan! •DriversAccepting
Get a 4-room Satellite
for season:
furnished. lease, 1 month deposit.
end option 6A-6P,
ances
569.95/mo. Best net- Trainees! CDL in 16
&
DVR
tree
comaterkal prop for rent
- Full
System
CLERKS
STORE
and
6P-6A.
washer
option
including
weekend
no pets. 753-2905.
OWN a computer? Put
work, excellent cover- days! No money down.
available.
regreceivers
HD
w/cash
time
Part
&
partdryer. On private lot
PRN or scheduled
iIto work! Up to
financing!
age, no limitations, student
ister and calculator 6 months free HD
7,100 square feet on
close to town and
time position. CNA. 2P$1,500 to $7,500/mo
dental, vision, Tuition reimbursement
includes
DISH
with
package
and
fishing
experience,
approximately 3 acres
month
a
$450
school.
10P full time, 10P-6A
PT/FT. 1-888-314pre-existing cond. OK! avail. Job placement
network Amenca's Top
knowledge
boating
Office space, 2 bathplus deposit. 753-7930
full time. Anyone inter171
1-800-288WCS
1-800-883-0
3790 24 hr recording.
Call:
asst.
2 bedroom, 1 bath
OUTSIDE 60 channels with local
helpful.
rooms, equipped with
293-1761
or
ested in becoming part
2132
FREE BOOKLET.
extA-50
237 9214 ext.
only
month
$425
networks for
DOCK PERSON Full
gas heat, air hookup.
of our team may apply
www.vrtwondwide.com
Tobacco Rd 753-1159
HELP WANTED
$31.99 per month Call
& Part time, some fish*Drivers/ Agent: Owner steel hoist beam. great
in person at Green
experiBeasley Antenna &
boating
&
ing
Operators and Agents lighting, excellent loca1C
per
•CRAFTMAT
$385
402
IBA.
2BR,
Care,
Acres Health
PAINTERS Wanted: ence. HOUSEKEEPSatellite for more info
Home tion The building is
Needed!
Launches exciting divimonth plus deposit
West Farthing Street, Local painting contracLOTS for rent. 753
Older divided and can be
759-0901
ERS - Must be able to
Weekends!
sion! Exciting pay per
753-0095
Mayfieid, KY 42066.
tor is recruiting expen9866
plates available. leased by section. Call
work any of the 7 days
trucks,
program
demo
HOME gym for sale.
3 bedroom, brick home
professional
HOUSEKEEPER enced
or 70% 753-2905 or 293-8595
in week, hours vary.
50.88/mile
designed to earn $800Only 2 years old, in
in city school district
needed for family
painters. Must have at
Call week days only,
Rent
For
Apartateals
+ per week! Paid gross. Call Maxine at
$1200
4759condition.
mint
$800/month. 759-1693
West 4yrs experience.
home. Flexible schedDedicated
T&T
between 9:00 to 4:00
Training & $2000 signCOMMERCIAL proper4649 $200 OBO
ule from 2-3 days a wk. Please call (270)753- for interview & job
Carriers. Inc.. 1-8003BR in town, quiet on bonus. Mr. Morns 11 OR 2br apts. nea
ty, approx. 1,500 sq ft.
message.
leave
#759-4649
6895
Murray
application. 270/354511-0082
downtown
street Deposit and ref- 800-472-1432
INTERNET
500 N 4th St. Murray
walk-in applications 6569
No
293A/C
$200/mo.
required
via
&
at
intemet
erences
Heating
speed
starting
High
LOCAL
window
of
Police Officers Train in •Dhvers- Class-A OTR Plenty
accepted.
8462
satellite. Only $29.99 753-4109.
Company accepting
Law enforcement. HS 'UT flatbed, Mid-West space, high traffic area
Call
month.
per
resumes for
3BR, 1713 Oakhill, grads 17-34 Great pay. Region, good safety Monthly or yearly lease
1BR apt available, all
PAPA John's Pizza in
Receptionist/Customer
Beasley Antenna &
record, paid orientation available For more
furnished.
293-7738
appliances
benefits Must relocate
acceptnow
is
Murray
Satellite for more info
Service position. Must
& transportation, pro- information call 759Mur-Cal Realty. 753- 3BR, 1BA. 306S 15th, Call M-F 800-284-6289
for a MRS. Kim's Daycare
applications
ing
759-0901
have expenence with
ductivity bonus, paid 0901 or come by
4444.
full time assistant man- (Where Our Future's
no pets, $475/mo. 759- •$$$$$ Weekly. Use
multi-line phone
holidays. Beasley Antenna &
vacations/
Maximum 40 So Bright We Gotta
island,
ager.
Get
KITCHEN
eBay to get paid.
1BR, 1 bath studio, 4826 leave message
computers,
system,
800- Satellite
Transport
Tandem
week.
work
now
hour, 5 day
Wear Shades)
white, excellent condi- $335 month 2BR, 1
$250 in free products to
and work well with the
140.
4 year old brick house
348-8532 ext
293be available days, accepting enrollment
drawer.
Must
4
tion,
'inventory
No
dryer,
start
&
washer
bath,
public. Send resumes
on Kentucky Lake with
www land corn
and week- ages 6wks-13yrs. Monevenings
pro2442
Training
required.
$410 month 753-7559
to P.O. Box 1040-T,
boat slip. 38R. 2.58A.
Online
ends. Restaurant expe- Fri 5:30AM-6:30PM
Call
vided.
Murray, KY 42071
&
neon
washer
wd hookup, $875 a
desks,
bath,
1
1BR.
OFFICE
manrience helpful.
info.
Saturdays 5:30AM-?
1 Supplier for more
270-436-532
month
Coke
month.
sign,
$325
(open)
dryer,
ext
agement experience Nighttime care avail1-800-940-4948
1
314-503-601
and
washer
or
machine,
753-7559
necessary Applications able in future. Any
5320
DOG Obedience
T.I.G.
dryer, M.I G. and
call
can be picked up at the questions
1BR-4BR apartments
Master Trainer
tractor
Case
welders,
proper
L
N.
COMMERICA
Murray location on
(270)767-0791. Soon
Ask about move in free
436-2858
attachbackhoe
with
ty 152'x228'. has street
12th St.
we will be moving closdays Coleman RE
753-4109
ment
frontage on all four
Retriever
759-4118
er to town!
50X20 block storage
GOLDEN
sides, approx 100'x30' F/1 yr 759-0210
RED Barn Gift Shoppe
no
Electricity,
building.
TV'S
2BR. 'IBA in good
WILL sit with elderly
Now accepting
brick & vinyl bldg,
looking for part-time.
water Located behind
neighborhood, close to
housecleaning. Come by & check out
and
A&F Warehousing
newly paved parking PEG'S Dog Grooming
applications for a full
full-time assistant with
&
Antenna
Beasley
of
our large selection
MSU. Deposit and ref753-0331
Near MSU $20-50
lot, 50'x20' block bldg M-F 753-2915
time or part time manretail experience Must
Satellite. $150 monthly.
TV's & home electron293required.
erences
753-7668
located at rear For
ager and cooks
be a people person
759-0901
ics. Plasma. LCD, DLP 8462
120
more information call
Apply In person
SHIH-TZU S&W
Taking applications MfurniTV
Projection.
&
7
877-726-407
at Nick's
and
trained 731-352-0u,
Store
F 10-5. No phone calls
MURRAY
ture also available.
616 N. 12th
731-642-5151
Lock presently has
and
Antenna
Beasley
MOM COMPUTERS
Murray
units available. 753St..
SPORTSMAN'S Boat
4th
N.
500
Satelltte
A. Certified Technician
2905 or 753-7536.
Works, Hwy. 68 at
Murray, KY
On site service
NEED cooks and
needs
Jonathan Creek
pIIs as
1—l
-11
759.3556
fountains for days
knowledgeable Parts
804 Coldwater Rd at 5
and nights. Must be. Person for Outboards 'RPREMIER Mu
Points 1,200 sq ft
able to work weekAGE *Inside
Evinrude/bombardier
parking
bathroom,
Wheat Straw
Buy
lo
ends. Apply at SOIIIC
I rLe Selection
control storage
and I/0's - MerCruiser
753-4153, 293-8253
52 00 Bale
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
& Volvo Penta and
Truck-la.
Mulch
phone
No
Street.
t=en
•
Co
Logging
ASA
some computer skills
OFFICE space, Village
or Bucket
cells.
boxes!
sell
tim9
•We
standing
of
270/354-656
Buyer
Call
Center, 1406 North
Kelly Farms
*We rent U-Huts.
ber. pupwood, pine
NEEDED: Seasonal Monday-Friday 9 to 4
Ward-Elkins
12th St 1.200 so
759-8858
753-9800.
Ph 658-3676 or 705
On the Square
COL drivers. Apply at ONLY, for application
ft 753-7559
753-8697
Hardin,
interview.
Clark,
9099
job
Fiorito
and
270-437-4000
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( FAR'AUCTION )

Saturday, March 19, 2005
10:00 a.m.

1111111M1114Y, MAIO= 17TH, ZOOS- 10:410 A.M.
Mr. David Leonard
"The Foileesadai• Ceserseuelity"
Between Pedissieli & Mayfield, liesstecky
11
,j(T1 Paexican Al 1-24 Exit 7 Take Hwy 45 South
,
,
Miles. .From Mayfield, Take Hwy 45 North 10 Miles. The
Ai.iction Will Be Held Along The East Side 01 Hwy 45
Between Mile Marker 28 And 29. Perna() Road

PARIS,TN - 3025 Hwy.69 N From Paris, TN take West Wood St. to
Co-op turn right on Hwy. 69 N. go 3 miles,
auction on the left.
elling house & /.9 items, ear. and perA,owl
propertyfor .4.J. Shankle Estate
Visit our wet:wile:
www.dougutyloraUCt10111.COCU

A so -11coss Ilitrytilitylit.sTRACTORVIACI040E4H 47864 Ve0,1080 His On Come

REAL ESTATE: 2 Bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,
large kitchen dining combination, living room
with fireplace & beautiful oak mantle, large
utility room, large front porch wicolumns. gas
heat, 1.9 acres with lots of shade. a 20x30
shop building and fenced in backyard. REAL
ESTATE WILL SELL AT 11:30 WITH 10%
DOWN DAY OF AUCTION. CLOSING WITHIN 30 DAYS WITH PASSING OF DEED.
LEAD-BASED PAINT WARNING:
Notification is given that any residence built
before 1978 may present exposure to lead
based paint. Prospective buyers have 10
days pnor to sale of structure to conduct
inspection for the presence of lead based
.
paint.
Ill Ill Wills iil l'\1:II \I I isli\i.
2000 Buick LeSabre Custom,4 door, V6. 3800 Series,
51,xxx miles (extra clean) + oak wash stand
w/beveled mirror & towel rack + dining room table
w/6 chairs & china cabinet + oak dining tabk + old
dresser w/serpentine top & hewled mirror + walnut
fold top desk + oak slant front desk + cedar chest +
old wood twin bed + rocker recliner + (2) oak side
chairs + Bulova mantle clock + Seth Thomas clock +
iwalnut 3 drawer chest (very old) + 1800's Empire
chest, solid cherry + oak Western Electric wall phone
+ maple bedroom,suit + bed, dresser, night stand + oil
lamps + milk glass hobnail dresser lamps + dough
bowl + cutting board + butter mold + rolling pins •
lots of very old stoneware. gray. blue, white. brow!' •
Van Bnggle pottery + several Wagner cast pcs. + Di
cast iron bear, LOUIS% Ille + Marx & Gutherc Carlshat
tea set + Speas qt. jar + globe coffee jar + old glassware + Flow Blue cow pitcher + carnival + Fenton +
pressed glass + cut glass + Germany canister. blue &
white + full service Nontake pressed + Johann
Has land, Germiiny covered bowl + cake stand +
cracker Jar + dessert stand + cup & saucer collecii, .f
+ set of 10 commissioned hand painted plates + Fir,.
King pieces + S place setting Rogers 1847 Bernd' ,
Yours +°blue fruit jars + marbles + buttons + lots 01
crochet doles. runners + Kentucky Derby pnnt +
Tnple Crown Winner print + old quilts. Blocks.
Butterfly. Double Wedding Ring. Friendship. Star +
lots of old books + cookbooks + pocket knives + 16
ga. Remington shotgun The Sportsmaster) + old baskets. split baskets + old Honey Crust Bakery fan +
vintage gloves. purses, scarves. handkerchiefs + lot,
of old jewelry + SILVER COINS - silver doll,ii •
quarters + RCA 19- color ts + Kenmore 8000 BTL
window air conditioner + GE micros),a%e + Bolens 17
hp 42- cut mower +(2)Snapper riding mowers.8 hp.,
30- cut + old wagon seat w/spnngs + vs eedeater +
sander + Skil saw + 112 dnll + sander + wheel harrow
+ hand tools + MUCH MORE.
Not

Respoosibk For Accidents Lunch As ailatik

TERMS & CONDITIONS: Complete settlement day of
auction_ Payable in CASH. CASHIER'S CHECK. or
PERSONAL CHECK with CURRENT BANK LE I lER
OF CREDIT guaranteeing payment. made to Doug Taylor
Auction Service required tw ALL persons not perwmalls
known tw the auction cxemam
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Hico Administrative Services(731)782-3610
Richard Shankle, Executor

Dory,s, Tavh)r .411ctit111 Service

350 Recovered Eng. 208-39R1 NAM*Meer Uhs Nee
3 Pt eAD Hitch. 3 Remotes.SN 041)00818•III 1586 &Cab, Lie
New 208-38R1 Rubber Dual PTO. 3 Remotes TA SN
330011381.Super C Farmak Recent Overhaul Good Rutter
• St,ec H Fennel *3 Pt Hach •Case 4800K Backhoa COMM & HEADS -Case 1H 1660 Axial Floe *lir Ast.2400 Rotor
Hours. Specialty Rolor24.5-32 Ruttier SN C0038963. Case IN
1020 - 20' Platiorm. SN 61357 • Gass Ihl 1063 - 6 ROW
Comhead, SN 0068955• Kilns Header RV* FARM EQUIPMENT-Case 1H 196 - 25' Disc 71/? Spacing, Ute New 22*
Blades • DM 27 Roller Grumbler • Knze 20004 Row 30'
Planter w/5 Unit Splitter Row Cleaners Monitor•UFT 375 Gran
Cart• Noland 2 Row Pull Sener iiii-lyd Lift• Peale Hitch 2 Axe
Badthoe Trader • 1000 Gal Aiumr Water Tank *Pump On 2 Axle
Bumper Hecti Trailer • 2 Axle Bumper Hitch Service Trailer
wIncoin SA-200 Welder Fuel Tank *Pump. ToorBoxes • CFamiail Culti *Side Dresser Attach • Cotton Wagon TRUCKSTRAILERS 80 Int Transtar II Twin Screw Road Tractor, 400
Cummins Beg Cam 9 Sod. Wet Kit, 245 Rubber•28 Aluminum
Frame Crump Trailer Roll Tarp • Chevy C-65 Grain Truck riffled
Hoist • Chery C-65 Spreader Truck *New Leader 11 • L2010
PTO Spreader Bed •88 Chevy Strerado Pickup • Like New 20
Neck Over 2 Axle Trailer iir,20' Bed 5' Tale & Ramps
Mi, David Leonard. Is An Outstanding Community Leader
And Has Fanned All His Life. Due To Recent Declining
Health He Has Rented His Land And Selling His Equipment
For Information On The Equipment Contact
Mr. Terry Leonard (brother) At 270-705-3080
Be Or, Time - Not Many Small Items,
Complete Settiement Day 01 Sale - Bank Letters A Must!
Visit/ — low w wes-jaamissurcansti-cconri
For elcItaarchis /4 Ohistaslissl I

CASH
S R.
JAME".'c:F.:
5 :E.:. Ei-:-E Ez:Ez.
;,E A.:
—sic-, -1FANCY
FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
!

R

-THE SELL.'.

YACHINE

THE EVENT OF THE YEAR!
THIE ANIMILOAIL allIGAPITIIC
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

SAT. MARCH 12TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY
1000'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS MOON
WE NEVER KNOW WHAT WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
IF YOU NEED IT - IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE

100 TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - BACKHOES - TRUCKS
IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTA9N!!
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS._.. TO MAYFIELD KY
BRING YOUR EQUIPMEN LT ON

Wednesday - Thursday - Or Friday
MARCH 9TH - 10TH - 11TH
STAFF 8 LOADERS WILL BE AVAILABLE
8:00 A.M TO 6:00 P.M. EACH DAY...
UNTIL THE LOT IS FULL...
DON'T MISS THIS HUGE ANNUAL EVENT/
asisehl Mem Sill Be Accepted!,
Mese Me Wenn Mee, Manfred Foil Teaks
I 'Uwe_ he MON
We eelp &Deptelm Wee•
ON& Fenn

JAMES R..CASH
FANCY ;',AF;M-K ,- 2:7-6-62.3-84-66 Li
JC
—
R
SELL/AK; MACHINE _R C
THE

lour 1uctiiinter & Real 1...iiiie Bruktr
24--3-X4
Dini2 las liOr. 11ktionerr Realtor • In. I.it. =2112ok 1 I.E. =RP-204• Firm = I 7X2

2110 %Iasi!),i IL • Pur‘ear.IN 38251 • ,"31

"layhor Midi' %ut'tiii,o In iturt, n"

Yard Sale

GARAGE
SALE

Garage Sale
1804
Concord Dr.
Southwest Villa
Subdivision
Fri & Sat 7am-?

773 Robertson
Rd. S.
Sat only
7:30 - 12:00

Nice mans womens &
childrens clothes,
shoes toys & more
Extra sharp 2001
Toyota Camry LE. V-6
30.000 miles leather.
loaded

desk, curio cabinet,
BarbieS. lots Of kids
toys, clothes, shoes,
& home decor

YARD SALE:
MULTIFAMILY
300 Maple St..
Murray (Hutchens
Professional Bldg,
corner of Maple &
3rd)
Sat.. Mar. 12th
9A141-3PM

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
270-753$125,000
4109, 270-227-1545

furniture, appliances
household items,
clothes. toys

195 acres, toms TVA a
Wildcat Campground.
county water & power.
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc. hunting. (270)871-2834 or
(270)748-2808

15 fenced acres 3
miles from Murray
$50.000 753-1940 or
978-0523

Homes For Sale

HOME for sale in the
heart of the city.
Minutes from the university, grocery store,
restaurants and bank.
City school district.
3BR. 2 bath, 2 car
garage. brick, like new.
Call (270)556-9819

Blazer,
'96 Chevy
white, 2WD. 163,xxx
miles. Looks good and
runs good' $2,300
Days 978-0573. nights
489-2938
190
Used Cars
2000 Ford Taurus
Wagon, 80,000 miles
one owner. $6,000080 270-436-2279

BRICK 3BR, 2BA.
1.700 sq. ft. 1 acre lot
Wonderful neighborhood near Southwest
2 car garage $150,000
753-4231

1988 Chevy Nova, 4
door, black with gray
intenor. good condition.
very economical. $950
270-924-4174

March Special

Run a one inch ad in our Classified section
for only
per month

(regular price: $120.52)

Call Classified Advertising at
(270) 753-1916 for details.
• Minimum of one month
• No changes can he made
• Prepayment required
• No refunds for early cancellation

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION
THURSDAY,MARCH 17, 2005• 10:00 A.M.
RAIN OR SHINE
in
At the home of Donald Harris Ford, 1340 Peach Orchard Rd.
the Stella Community. Just 6 miles Northwest of Murray, KY.
1-1/2 miles off of 121 Highway.
REAL ESTATE

home, living room, kitchen & dining
air, attached carport w/storage, setting
&
heat
central
n,
combinatio
on 1 acre lot.

2

Bedroom, I bath, frame

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
"Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
.We Use Hot Water -Parking Lois & Einseways

David Borders
(2701 767-0313 or (270)527-7176

deed
Terms: 10% down day of auction cash balance with passing of
deed.
with
Possession
days.
30
within

McGrews

Note - You may view this property any day before auction by contacting
selling agents at 270-674-5523 or 270-247-2734. Buyer will be required
to sign lead paint waiver.

VINYL SIDING &
CUSTOM REMODELING

Cabinet for Health & Family

For Free Estimate
Call (270)489-2472
After 5 p.m.
Cell (270)293-2494
7 to 5 p.m.

AUCTION CONDUCTED JOINTL1 WITH WALDROP & WALDROP AUCTION CO.
%Add.KY • 270-247-2734

COL PAUL WIIXERSON & SONS

N.Real Estate & Auction

*do

Lore. Kentucky 42091
(270)674-6523
12701706-4793
T.Free VW 7443-6214 F. (2700674-6517
EMAIL. erekersoneuceon•trt_net • 111,11V/ eiellkereoneuctIon own
Franklin Greg Wilkerson 1770A174-014e
APPRENTICE AUCTIONEER
Nathan Wagered, 276701-07I4
Toon Chews 2742474734
SALES ASSOCIATE
APPREKTICE AUCTIONEER
FRANKUN J. WILAERSON.(270074{490
AUCTIONEER SREAL ESTATE BROKER

OUR Service doesn't cost it PAYS!

Foam Genera..Semen You Auceon a Reel Est.. Needs Si,.. 1930

Used Trucks

Hudson
LAYTON
hauling & backhoe
753-4545. 767-0213

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
9T GMC Jimmy 4ROY HILL
door. 100.000+ miles,
Septic system, gravel,
good condition. $5,000
white rock
OBO.
436-2113
2005 Kodiak 450 4x4
4-wheeler, 17 hours, Dozer work & Track
Brand new condition, 2 hoe
BUILDING or remodelyear extended warranty. $5,500. OBO. (270) ing? .Go to
767-0048 Days. (731) www.CAMBRIAUSA.co
498-6234 Nights.
CARPORTS Starting
630
at $675. installed. Roy
Services Mend
Hill (270)436-2113.

2004 GMC Sierra C-74
off road, loaded, like
new, 20,000, $27,900.
Call Don. home (270924-5030, (270)83E7104

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roots, all types. 29
years experience Call
Carters.
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms. roofing, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353

Cut Lawn
CLEAN
Care. Lawns mowed,
free estimates. 2931924

)‘‘
(;
I ‘11\ SI. R RT.

GARDEN of Eden
Mowing,
Lawncare.
tnmming, spnng clean
up, gutters cleaned out,
trimmed
shrubs
Residential & commercial 489-2689 or 1888-489-2689
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
`Got Dirt?"
753-5827

isc
Ion
753-S6N 1

I Ill I .1\511

WADE FARM
Landscape Designs, Installation and Maintenana
Cheaper than the nursery with nursery quality!
Jamie

270-489-6229
CUSTOM Tractor,
work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging.
Free estimates Gerald
L. Carroll. owner. 4926159 or 293-0163
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

Benton, KY
Call Andy Sherman

* Cell: 270-210-0665
Home: 270-527-5982

LAWN MOWING
• Lawn aeration, installation, mowing,
reconstruction, and reestablishment
• Chemical applications for treating weeds.
diseases and pests in the entire landscape
• Free landscape designs and estimates
• Landscape installation, maintenance, and
renovation
RARE EARTH
NURSERY & GARDEN CENTER
Phone: 270-762-0506

RETAIL/OFFICE
SPACE FOR LEASE
LOCATED IN BEL AIR
CENTER ON MURRAY'S
SOUTHSIDE

$2,000
$1,000

FOR INFORMATION CALL
270-753-2552
270-293-5656

Free Estimates
References Available
10 Years Expenence

Wade

(270)436-6255
Murray, KY
‘Ji-C1

wir-c

Lawn
YARD-TECH
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
Care. Mowing, trimPAINTING
ming. seeding. fertiliz•For all residential and
ing, aerating, mulching,
small commercial
edging, spraying, landpainting needs
scaping, etc Phone
•Intenor & Exterior
Cell
270-437-4407
for
spraying
*Custom
270-210-6268
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
WALTERS
.No lob too small
CONTRACTING
*Free estimates
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
753-8858
Siding, Addition, and
Quality
Remodeling
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters 753-2592

RESICOM
LLC.
Contractors,
Residential
Commercial repairs,
remodels, additions.
Replacement windows,
vinyl siding. decks_
Insurance claims welcome. 270-227-2115,

210-438-5764

NEED ROCK?

8,000 SQ. FT.
4,000 SQ. FT.

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

a
I te.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

1111.1i,C.111

Order your D.G.A. (driveway rock) today
and save. Rip rap and all other limestone
products also available. Can spread with
tractor for an additional charge.

Licensed & Insured

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAUUNG.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

!111111111.2

SHERMAN TRUCKING

3 BR. 2.5 BA, Tn-level,
Great room, vaulted
ceiling, updated, roofed
in 2001. Pnced to sell
$120,000 436-2994

ate Get lucky
iv With our...
$70.00

CANTERBURY. 4BR,
by
Home
2 SBA.
owner. Fenced backyard. $159,000. 1523
Beckett Dr. 759-2158

COUNTRY Living, 8
acre mini farm with
well. Coldwater. 2933382

vertica
with
2BR
duplex behind Grea
investment $65,000
270-753-4109. 270
227-1545

Real Estee

This space
could be yours
for $70
per month!

Murray Ledger & limes

CLASSIFIEDS

6B • Thursday. March 10, 2005

Horoscopes
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,
March 11, 2005:
You have the ability to make and
spend money with great fury. Be
careful not to focus too much on this
area of your life, though you might
want to learn more in the financial
field. Take a class. You will gain by
relating to one individual or partner.
You will learn a lot emotionally as
well. Fall 2005 will be the right time
to expand your wings. You will see
life differently. If you are single,
relating will be important, but the
person you choose now will !lot be
the same as in late 2005. Give yourself time before you commit. If you
are attached, take a greater interest
in your sweetie's interests. ARIES
can demand a lot from you.

(6) 6 week old short
haired puppies, 2 black
male, 1 red male. 2 red
female, 1 black female
270-227-8902. 1155
Justice Rd
NEUTERED American
Shorthair cat free to
good home. 761-17013

marawen Near
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Make dealing with a part-

ner your pleasure. In fact, you
might find someone unusually
insightful, whether discussing a
heavily charged emotional situation
or a financial one. Two heads work
better than one in this case.
Tonight: Go along with anothers
wishes.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Others have control.
Understand that you are only along
for the nde, but you can have a
very good time or successful day if
you buck the trend. Listen to the
many chatty and verbal people surrounding you. Tonight: Let others
have control.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Follow through on daily
errands and what is important to
making your life work. Your laughThe Stars Show the Kind of Day
ter and sense of humor help you
45-Dynamic:
You'll Have:
see the issues clearly. Your mind
Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so: 1 - has the ability to grasp the details.
Difficult
Tonight: Choose a relaxing pastime.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You feel your Wheaties SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
this morning, and you let others ***** Express your creativity in
know it. As you claim your power, a key area of your life. By sharing
many people will tap into your men- more of your spirit, you'll energize
tal abilities. You verbalize and anything or anyone. Add that speexpress your ideas with force and cial touch of romance, too. A child
precision. Don't worry -- your mes- enjoys your playfulness. Tonight:
sage will be heard. Tonight: Your Be a wild thing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
wish is anothers command.
*** Anchor in on what is imporTAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
*** Give up the hands-on tant rather than focus on work or
approach, at least for today. When your daily routine. A family member
you stop acting. you might get a might need extra time and attentotally different perspective. Your tion. Carefully check out your
mind is like a tickertape. Note all investments. A real estate matter
the thoughts and concerns that could be favored. Tonight: Make
race through your mind. Perhaps your home your castle.
you need to resolve some ques- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
tions within yourself first. Tonight: ***** You speak, and others
respond. Clear your desk; get your
Alone Of with a trusted confidant.
work done. Schedule a long lunch
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You know precisely or an early afternoon break to
where you are heading. What you catch up on news. The sign of
decide to zero in on will be accom- friendship needs to indulge in
plished with ease. Wish upon a camaradene Tonight' Be happy.
star. Share your desires with PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
friends who can help point you *** Learn new financial facts that
down the right path. Tonight: will help you ease through a problem or your general fiscal life. Be
Conjure up what you want.
more in touch with your feelings
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** The many ideas that go and how you might soothe them
through your mind will need to be through spending. Take better care
orchestrated by you. Make sure of yoursetf. Tonight: Treat a friend
you want to commit to a protect to dinner
before you leap into action. Count
on being the lead player; responsi- BORN TODAY
bilities will tumble into your lap. Author Douglas Adams (1952),
media mogul Rupert Murdoch
Tonight A must appearance,
(1931), singer Bobby McFerrin
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Dive into research. Your (1950)
ability to read between the lines
*takes you to a new level of growth
and understanding. Express your Jacqueline Bigar is on the
interest in a different perspective Internet at http://www.)acqu•on life. Opt for a class or trip in linebigar.corn.
order to continually grow. Tonight: (c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
Try. dlNerent type of restaurant.

Murray Ledger & Times

COMICS/FIATURES

More on herlYar
remedies
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
discuss age-old alternative
herbal therapy for women.
Herbs such as Dong Quai have
estrogen like effects
f
o
r
menopause:
raspberry
leaf tea for
"normalizing"
the
womb and
making for
easier childbirth; rue,
pomegranBy
and
Dr. Peter Gott ate
Queen
Anne's lace seed are used for
preventing pregnancy.
DEAR READER: Herbal
remedies are not generally
effective in treating or curing
medical ailments. Moreover,
their manufacture is not stringently controlled. This is important because many herbs are
poisonous.
Therefore, the absence of
.quality control means that the
consumer really has no guarantee of how much (or how
little) is available in a certain
remedy.
For these reasons, most
responsible physicians disdain
the use of herbal therapy. There
are better alternatives available
through the medical profession.
Incidentally, the. last three
compounds you mention contain absolutely no contraceptive properties.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report"Fads
II: Herbs and Other Healing
Fads." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
shoulders "crack" involuntarily when I raise my arms. About
a year ago. I was in a car

Dr. Gott
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Scheming daughter holds dad Lookingliack
hostage from rest of family
10 years ago

accident in which I had severe
whiplash injuries. Should I be
concerned?
DEAR
READER:
-Whiplash" refers to acute
strain of the bones and ligaments in the neck, leading to
a sore neck and shoulders,
headache and pain on turning
the head. Ordinarily, these
symptoms are not permanent
and will disappear after several months.
I believe that your cracking shoulders are not related
to whiplash. Rather, this symptom suggests arthritis or calcium deposits in or around the
shoulder joints for which you
should be examined by an
orthopedic surgeon. After Xraying you, the specialist should
be able to prescribe medicine,
such as anti-inflammatory drugs
or special exercises that will
ease the cracking.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What
effect does cigarette smoke have
on small children who are in
the same room with a smoker'?
DEAR READER: Children
exposed to "passive" or "sidestream" cigarette smoke have
a higher incidence of respiratory infections. It is not yet
known whether these youngsters suffer major consequences,
such as emphysema and lung
cancer, later in life.
The parent who is imprudent enough to smoke owes it
to his or her children to make
sure that they don't inhale
tobacco smoke. This is why
the good Lord invented garages:
a Mace where smoking parents can go to protect their
children's air supply.
Copyright 2005, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
If readers would like to
contact Dr. Gott, they may
write him through your newspaper or send their mail
directly to Dr. Gott do United Media, 200 Madison Ave.,
4th fl., New York, NY 10016.

DEAR ABBY: My mother
died last year. My 93-year-old
father now lives with my sister "Lila" in her apartment
back east. I have four broth-'
and
ers
another siswho
ter
reside in the
same state.
I live in
Arizona.
Although I'd
love for Dad
to live here
Dear Abby with me, he
doesn't want
to put such
By Abigail
a great disVan Buren
tance
between himself and the rest
of the family.
Dad gets $3,000 a month
from Social Security. Since
Lila doesn't work, she decided that she should be the one
to take care of our father. All
of us agreed that she should
take Dad's Social Security
check and Use it for his care.
Dad also has about $400,000
put away that is to be split
among his children when he
passes away.
Recently, Lila took $21,000
of our 'father's money, claiming it was a "gift" so she can
purchase a co-op. (Dad would
buy it; her name would be on
the deed.) Someone, I'm not
sure who, called Dad's lawyer
and reported the. withdrawal.
The lawyer met with Lila and
my brother "Hersch," who has
our father's power of attorney.
The lawyer told Lila she can
either pay back the $21,000
or it'll be deducted from her
inheritance. The lawyer then put
Dad's money into a trust fund
so it cannot be touched.
Now that she can't have the
money as a 'gift, Lila is very
angry and refuses to let anyone speak to Daddy on the
phone. We are pretty certain
that Lila never informed our
father about the withdrawal
- she was trying to steal it. I
think she is afraid we might
say something about what hap-
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North dealer.
East-West vulnerable
NORTH
+852
'Ai 104
•A J
•A K Q 2
WEST
EAST
*3
•KQJ 106
8
V 63
•K 9 7 3
•Q 8 6 5 4 2
+764
411.1 10 9 3
SOUTH
41 A 9 74
K Q 9 7 52
•10
+85
The bidding:
North
East
West
South
I.
Pass
1*
1 VP
4V
Pass
4*
Pass
6,
Opening lead — king of spades.
Appearances can sometimes be
deceiving. For example. take this
case where South gets to six hearts
and it seems that he must lose two
spade tricks and go down one.
However, declarer can make the
slam --- and, furthermore, should
make it. He can capitalize on the
knowledge provided tSi West's onespade overcall, which informs him

TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
Ww.t
*ft
Of:1,

gift

I

that West almost surely has five
spades and East only one.
Declarer goes on from there to
theorize that East, who has 12
unknown cards, is very likely to has c
more clubs than.Wast, whci has only
eight unknown cards.
Having projected this distnbution, declarer shapes his play accordingly. He wins the spade lead with
the ace. draws two rougds of trumps,
cashes the ace of diamonds and ruffs
a diamond.
Next he plays the A-K-Q of clubs,
discarding a spade, and continues
with the deuce of clubs, on which
East plays the jack. But instead of
ruffing the jack. which seems the
natural thing to do. South discards
another spade'
This leaves East in bad shape. He
is forced to return a diamond, on
which South discards his last spade
as he,ruffs in dummy, and the slam is
home.
The outcome is not surprising,
for once it is granted that West has
five spades and East only one, the
odds are that East has more clubs
than West. This in turn means that
South is a favonte to make the slam
by playing in the recommended fashion.
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the Roof' before a packed house
on March 5 at Murray State
University Lovett auditonum.
40 years ago
Odelk Vance was named as
"Woman of the Year" by the
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club.
Marine Pfc. James Rudy Bailey is now serving aboard the
USS Randolph based at Norfolk. Va.
New officers of the Calloway
County Teachers Association
are Howie Crittenden, Tommy
Rushing, Agnes McDaniel and
Marelle Vance.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Housden.
50 years ago
•
Pfc. R.C. Scott, son of Mi.
and Mrs. Ray T. Scott and
married to the former Bettye
Sue Wyatt, is now stationed
with the 33rd Infantry Division in Panama.
Ds. H.C. Chiles, pastor of
First Baptist Church and moderator of the General Association of Baptists in Kentucky.
spoke at the founders day program at Bethel College, Hopkinsville, March 9.
Recipients of public assistance
received a total for
$20,092 for February. This was
$17,642 for old age assistance;
$2,337 for families of dependent children; and $113 to aid
to needy blind.
Births reported include a
boy to Johnny and Roxie Buikeen, March 6.

TodaylnIllstory
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. March
10, the 69th day of 2005.
There are 296 days left in the
year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 10, 1876, the
first successful voice transmission over Alexander Graham
Bell's telephone took place in
Boston as his assistant heard
Bell say, "Mr. Watson. come
here. I want you."
On this date:
lii 1785, Thomas Jefferson
was appointed minister to
France, succeeding Benjamin
Franklin.
In 1864, Ulysses S. Grant
became commander of the
Union armies in the Civil War.
In 1880, the Salvation Army
arrived in the United States
from England.
In 1949, Nazi wartime
broadcaster Mildred E. GillarS,
also known as "Axis Sally,"
was convicted in Washington.
D.C.. of treason. She served
12 years in prison.)
In 1965, Neil Simon's play
"The Odd Couple," starring
Walter Matthau and Art Carney, opened on Broadway. •
In 1969. James Earl Ray
pleaded guilty in Memphis.
Tenn.. to the assassination Of
the Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr.
I.
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Scott Gordon,first year graduate student in English at the
University of Kentucky, has
been tapped for membership
in the honor society. Phi Beta
Kappa. He is the son of Joyce
Gordon and the late Steve Gordon of Murray.
Benji Kelly son of Jim
and Joetta Kelly of Murray,
has broken Campbellsville College's all-time scoring record
in basketball. His record now
is 1,880 points. He is a senior at the college.
Births reported include a
boy to Sharon and Tommy
Morefield, March 5.
20 years ago
Dr. Irma H. Collins. professor of music at Murray State
University, has been recognized as "Teacher of the Year"
by the Kentucky Music Educators Association.
Births reported include a
girl to Marsha and Keith Wallace and a girl to Teresa an
James Peck, March 2; a boy
to Sheri and Jack Bragg, March
3; a girl to Tina and Dennis
Dellinger, March 4; a girl to
Paula and Jerald Jones and a
boy to Donna and Lewis Cobb,
March 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Hughes were married 50 years March
9.
30 years ago
A four-inch snowfall covered
Murray and Calloway County
this morning causing cancellation of classes at Murray City.
Calloway County and University Schools, but Murray State
University held classes as usual.
Calloway Lakers won 5644 .over Murray Tigers to
become champions of the
Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament. High
scorers were James Wells for
Calloway and Bob Wilder for
Murray.

Tomorrow: Test your play.
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pened.
Besides retaliating against
us, it is also punishing Dad.
Because I live across the country, the phone is my only
means of communication with
him. I'm at my wit's end. Lila
has never gotten along with
us siblings, and it has always
been like pulling teeth to get
her to let me speak to my
father. Now she's severing the
lines completely. Is there anything I can do? -- HELP! IN
ARIZONA
DEAR HELP!: There sure
is. Pick up the phone and discuss this with your siblings
and your father's lawyer. Your
sister is attempting to isolate
your father, and there is no
guarantee that his Social Security check is being spent for
his benefit.
If your brothers and sisters
do not live close enough to
check regularly on Dad's welfare, it may be necessary to
hire a social worker or care
manager, or move him to an
assisted-living facility.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I am in seventh grade and I have a problem. Everyone refers to me as
"Roy's" little sister. Roy is
good at sports and is popular.
I am not -- so no one remembers my name.
I want to be called by my
name, but my brother's friends
always seem to forget it. I
hang out with Roy a lot, and
I don't want to be called that
anymore -- but I don't know
how to say it. Any suggestions? -- INVISIBLE IN
GREENFIELD, IND.
DEAR INVISIBLE: Ask
your brother to help by reminding his friends that you have
a name when they refer to
you as his little sister.
If it 'happens in front of
you, speak up.
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1 Buddhism
in Japan
4 Custard
ingredient
7 Booty
11Lawnpest
12 Strive to win
13 Two-BR units
14 Therefore
15 Homophone
for urn
16 Mot
17 Twist forcibly
/9 Cate
21 "Wolf Man'
— Chaney, Jr
22 Nano,
* passage
24 Rainbow anal:*
27 Kind of gin
28 Medicine chest
item (hyph
29 Alcoves
32 Rat on
34 Bassoon cousin
35 Pacific paradise
36 Chromosome
material

37 Susan Lucci
vamp
39 Funny
— Caney
42 Kingly
44 — Sixteen'
46 Ivory source
48 JAMA
subscribers
50 Lumber along
51 Psychic's intro
(2 wds.)
52 Make a wager
53 Pantry items
54 Fakes out
55 Forty-niner's
quest
56 Respond
DOWN
I Don Diego
masked
2 Illinois town
3 Gansh light
4 Morn's
counterpart
5 Foundation
garment
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MMS musicians have performances ra

Ballet Unplugged

Photo provided

Jackson Purchase Dance Company dancers from
Murray, Darlene Kipphut (left) and Sarah Doran
(right), are pictured warming up for Ballet
Unplugged. a dessert cabaret performance sched
the
of
men
Wood
new
the
at
p.m.
7
uled for Friday at
and
World Hall located on Fourth Street Extension
r
Socce
Creek
Bee
the
from
ss
(acro
Drive
Lowry
CC
event
-eat
u-can
Complex). Admission for the all-yo
under 5
is $8 for students and adults and children
are S5.

On March 5, 50 students
trom Murray Middle School
participated in the Solo and
Ensemble Festival sponsored by
the First District Music
Educators Association. Students
performed by themselves and in
groups for judges. Performances
were rated on a scale of Novice,
or
Apprentice, Proficient
rating
t
highes
Distinguished (the
possible).
"The preparation these students have put into this event
helps develop their individual
musicianship more than any
other activity in which they can
be involved," said band director
Beth Stribling. "I am proud of
the effort these students put
forth toward their performances
and feel lucky to have a band
full of students who care enough
to put in this amount of time."
Students from the Murray
Middle School Band received
two ratings of Apprentice, 18
ratings of Proficient and 49 ratings of Distinguished.
Brandon Kipphut and Ross

Robinson received a rating of
Apprentice on their snare drum
solo performances.
Ratings of Proficient were for
Leo Albitre and Lyne Basiak for
their flute solos; Lindsey Capps
for her_ clarinet solo; Johnn
Crane and Alaina Mikulcik for
their alto sax solos; Dominick
Mikulcik, Henry Rogers and
Zach Lambert for their trumpet
solos; Alex Bloodworth and
Alex Nance for their French
horn solos; Drew Kelleher and
Dana 'Arneson for their trombone solos; Brittany Bray for her
tuba solo; Cassidy Copeland and
Dillon Ward for their snare
drum solos; Albitre and Chelsea
Bolen for their flute duet;
Michael Hyatt and Nance for
their brass duet; and Justin
Blodgett, Montesa Byars and
Bray for their low brass trio.
Receiving a rating of
Distinguished for their solo perCaitland
were
formances
Walker,
ca
Rebec
e,
McCur
Bolen, Skye Jones and Tyler
Spann on their flute solos;

Rebecca Garth for her oboe
solo; Steven Arnold. Elizabeth
Brewer, Alison Crawford.
Aneshia Gray. Jessica Rudolph,
Christian Hayes, and Jessica
Whybark on their clarinet solos;
Courtney Perry for her bass clarinet solo; Ian Holmes, Landon
Russell, Sarah Stanley and
Michael Orr on their alto saxophone solos; Jacob Theide for
his tenor sax solo; Emily
Denham, Meg Henry, Libby
Trevathan, Anne Ferguson and
Betsy Runnels on their trumpet
solos; Brittany Harpole and
orh their
Caitlin HerringtonA
Garth
solos;
horn
French
and Rebecca Raj on their trombone solos; Blodgett and Byars
for their baritone solos; Travis
Durr for his snare drum solo:
Ward for his marimba solo; and
Copeland on her timpani solo.
Distinguished ratings for
ensemble performances were
received by Basiak in a flute
duet; Basiak, Jones, and Spann
as members of a flute quartet;
Albitre, Bolen, Basiak, Jones

and Spann as members of the
flute choir; Rebecca Garth as
member of the double reed quartet; Jones and Whybark for then
flute/clarinet duet; Kelsey
Daniel, Trevor Saucier and
Melissa Shoulberg for their clarinet trio; Crawford, Gray. Hayes
and Whybark for their clarinet
quartet; Crawford. Daniel,Gray.
Rudolph, Saucier, Shoulberg
and Hayes as members of the
clarinet choir; Alaina Mikulcik
as a member of the sax choir:
and
Lambert
Denham,
trio:
t
trumpe
their
for
han
Trevat
Denham, Lambert, Trevathan.
Ferguson and Runnels as members of the trumpet choir:
Runnels, Ferguson, Herrington
and Raj for their brass quartet
(The Muggo Band.); Arneson.
Sarah Garth and Raj for then
trombone trio; Raj and Sarah
Garth as members of the trombone choir; Blodgett and Bray as
members of the low brass choir:
and Copeland as a member ol
the percussion ensemble.

hided art exhibit on displayby Murray State grad's work being shown at Ice House
color
The Clara NI. Eagle Gallery canvases of bold
was awarded first place in painting at the

at Murray State [MN ersity pres- Lourdes Perdomo and subtle
ents a nationwide juried contem- works on paper by Hedi
porary art exhibition with 26 Khatami produce a striking conartists from 22 states showing trast in texture and use of mediover 75 works featuring trends um. The work of Kentucky's'
in contemporary art, traditional Matsumoto. Bing Le:., Soonand new media.
Ac-lark and Nick Schanz will
This biennial exhibit pro- also be shown.
ides an opponunity for audiThe exhibition will be on
ences to xiess works represent- view through April I. The Best
ing %arms media from around in Show prize will be awarded
the nation.
during -the artists reception on
The exhibition features Saturday from 7-9 p.m.
sculpture by Martin Brief, Jason
All gallery events are free
Brown. Lisa Worthen and Arthur
open to the public on 6th
and
minute
the
from
g
Johns. rangin
of the Price Doyle Fine
floor
intricate work encased in metal
ng.
Buildi
•
Arts
Large
brass.
to lyrical orbs in

The
Ky.
MAYFIELD,
curis
Guild
Art
y
Count
Mayfield/Graves
rently featuring the paintings of New York
artist Jennifer Fairbanks.
The paintings on display are a collection
of images from the city, of its people and its
places. The works are predominantly studies, painted both on-site and from photographs. Not only are the images rendered
with a Master's touch, they each express a
distinct personality and story.
"I consider the work to be comprised of
two parts, the first an ongoing interest in the
human portrait and the second a new interest
in the portrait of the city," she said. " The
buildings of 'the city, their juxtaposition

against each other, the wearing paint or grafNational Academy
fiti arid the way they have been altered annual exhibition of the
through time seem to create an expression, of Design.
story and personality. The buildings seem
Hers paintings will be on display at the
to be collected here like the people, all find- Guild through April 1.
ing a way to adapt and survive."
The Gui4d is located in the historic lc(
Fairbanks earned a bachelor of arts
, 120 North 8th St. (corner of North
degree in studio art from Murray State House
s) in Mayfield. The
University. After receiving a Kentucky Arts and North Eighth Street
disCouncil fellowship, she moved to New York Guild is accessible to individuals with
and
t
portrai
in
s
studie
her
ue
contin
to
City
abilities.
figure painting at the National Academy of
The Guild is open Tuesday—Friday It.
Design and the Art Students League of
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m. to 1
Manhattan.
p.m. Admission is free. Call 270-247-6971
She earned a masters degree in an therainformation.
py from New York University. In 2003 she for more
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2005 Colorado
LS Z85

2005 Silverado
LS Ext. Cab
Vortec 5300 V-8
Locking
Differential
Trailering Package

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
**GMAC Financing

2005 Tahoe
4WD LS

2005 Silverado
1500 W/T
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
**GMAC Financing

$18,195
- 2,207
- 3,000

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

$29,765
- 4,031
- 2,000
1,000

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
**GMAC Financing

$22,815
- 2,827
- 2,000
1,000
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$42,420
6,000
- 3,000
1,000
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Longest Lasting
Most Dependable Trucks

2420 E Wood St
Parts. TN
1-800-325-32
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www.peppersautomotive.com

2005
Trailblazer LS
4 Speed Automatic
2 WD
Onstar Plus

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
**GMAC Financing

$27,435
- 2,958
- 2,000
1,000

2005 Equinox
AWD LS
3.4 V-6
16" Alum. Wheels
ISB Package

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

$24,910
- 2,922
- 1,000

